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FREE

"The Freedom to love whomever and however we want"

Buffalo's Barry Sandler
BULLETIN

Violence: Anti-Gay
Or N0t...?
It has come to our attention that in

weeks there have been at least
two, and very possibly three, instances
where gays have been the victims of violent crime.
The first involved an individual that
was leaving one of the Allen St. bars at
closing time. As he was on the way to his
car, he was robbed at knifepoint. Then
he was forced to drive his assailant to his
apartment where he was held hostage
for three hours.
The apparent motive for the extended
"robbery," was that the thief was convinced there was more goods to be had
then was readily evident in the apartment. In the end he got only a small
amount of money and personal jewelry.
The gay person ws not physically
injured, though understandably emotionally devistated.
While there were no definite anti-gay
slurs or attacks during his ordeal, it was
very evident that he fell into the thief's
trap after leaving a known gay
establishment.
After reporting the incident to police,
after the robber had left with the goods,
it took a half hour for them to respond.
A report was filed but no leads have
come up yet.
Not The Only One
IN the process of looking at mug
shots, the individual was told of a similar
incident earlier in the evening at the
same bar. That time the individual gave a
ride to a man that fit the same general
description of the second man's
assailant.
In this crime the individual lost money
and his car to the robber. It is not known
as to the status of this case.
The victim of the three hour robbery
has looked through police records and
photos, but did not see his assailant. He
is pursuing the case and will prosecute if
the theif if caught.
Bar Attack
The very next night, there was an
attack on the premises of City Lights, 729
Main St. In that barrage thee was one
patron that was hit in the leg with one of
the stray bullets. He was treated at Buffalo General Hospital and released.
Apparently, no reason has been
found for the incident.
Later that same evening there was an
incident involving three customers in
the bar in which one of the bartenders
was cut by a beer bottle that was thrown
at him. His wound required 18 stitches.
Anti-gay Backlash?
While it is a possibility, it does not
appear that these incidents are specifically motivated as an anti-gay response
to the openly gay movies "Making
Love" or "Taxi Zum Klo." These in addition to other gay visibility in recent
months, including the possibility of it
being a motivation for Wayne Williams
in his trial in Atlanta.
recent

"It would appear to be a sign of the
times," says John A. Faulring, Jr., president of Mattachine, "the more people
out of work, the crimes go up proportionately. Surely these people are gay
and were coming out of gay places, but
it is also true that these places are also
either high crime areas, or with all the
construction and disarray, there are
good places for such crimes to occur."
"We would want to advise people not
to walk from the cars to the bars alone if
at all posible. There is safety in
numbers," says Faulring. One problem
with that is "too many people don't
want to be seen coming into a gay bar
with someone. They think it gives the
mesage that they are 'taken' and may
ruin their chances for scoring that night.
The same thing holds true when you are
seen leaving with someone. You want to
make sure that he is humpy and that
when you see your friends again, you
won't have to explain why you left with
the troll."
"By walking from bar to bar with a
'friend' that you really have no designs
on, you may be in better shape when
Mr. Right does come along. And when it
comes to Mr. Right, be cautious about
who you decide is to be the lucky one.
What is wrong with exchanging phone
numbers and getting to know each
other better before taking the big step?"
As for the attack on City Lights; we do
not want to see people staying away
because of an isolated incident, but caution is advised.
If you do see anyone that you think
might be a trouble maker tell the owner
of the bar of an employee. If you are
bothered inside or out by someone, get
away from them and also inform someone in charge. Granted, this is not a sure
fire way of being safe, but it can't hurt.
Crime, whether gay related or not, is
on the rise and all of us have to do their
part to make sure we don't walk into
situations that might give the other person an opening.
Try the Buddy System and see if you
don't feel better. And who knows something really good might come from it.
Movies! Movies! March 21 At
The Mattachine Meeting At
The Unitarian Church, Elmwood At West Ferry. Pot Luck
Supper At 6:30. Meeting At
7:30. Titles Not Known At
Press Time. Fun! Free!

Hotline Counselors Needed
For Next Training Session
Starting March 28. Call Gay
Hotline 881-5335 To Sign Up.

By JOHN A. FAULRING, JR.
"There's more to love...than making
love."
This line from the "love theme" from
"Making Love" sums up a great deal
about the movie, some of which we
found out when we interviewed ML's
author Barry Sandler. He was in town for
some last minute publicity for the
movie.
Barry Sandler was born and raised in
Amherst, N.Y., just a short ways from the
University Theater where "Making
Love" was previewed by a Mattachine
invited audience, and now is playing for
the public.
He left at the age of 17 and headed to
California where he attended college.
Of course, he majored in the writing
field.
His first known work was a movie
titled "Kansas City Bomber" that starred
Raquel Welch. That was followed by
"Gable and Lombard" and "The Mirror
Crack'd," amongst others. None were as
autobiographical as "Making Love."
Even though the credits state "Story
by A. Scott Berg," it IS Barry's story.
"Scott gave mc encouragement and we
talked about doing this idea, so I
thought I should give him some credit.
In the end though, it is my story with
additions from other peoples lives
weaved into it."
"For instance, I have never been married. But I have known many of my
friends that have gone though just what
Zack and Claire experience. It doesn't
always work out as well as it does in the
movie, though," he says.
He feels that what finally hit the
screen was just what he wanted to have
it be. He achieved this by not only writing it, but by being the associate producer. "What that means is I had input
on the script, who was chosen to play
the parts, how the scenes evolved and
even to the music that was used."

A Movie Is Born
"I wrote the movie script in about 7
months/ he says, "then I took it to
Twentieth Century-Fox and in a matter
of weeks we were ready to start. That
was the easy part. Then we started to cast
it."
"Kate Jackson was signed early on to
play Claire. The difficult part was finding
males to play the lead roles. No one
wanted to risk their career on a film as
controversial as this. Finally, after having
turned it down once, Michael (Ontkean) and Harry (Hamlin) said they
would do it."
When asked why both the main charthe same "type" he said, "by
that time we were ready to take the first
two that said 'yes!' We didn't have time
to wait around for a blonde and blue
type to say he would do it."
True Grit
"Writing the movie was a very deep
experience for mc. I had to bring alot of
my feelings from way down inside and
write them down. It was a good experience in the end."
"It was a lot like therapy; reliving the
good and bad; the highs and lows. I had
to draw on all kinds of emotions, then I
tried to put those same emotions on the
screen for others to experience."
acters were

Why was the "upper class" setting
chosen for the movie? "I felt that the
general public should be shown that
gays do hold down positions of authority, pay taxes, and provide valued services to the general public," Sandler
states. "For too long gays have been
portrayed as leeches on society; taking,
but never giving back. I felt it would be
more palatable to non-gay audiences if
they didn't have to get over a nonworking, poor gay character."
"Zack is a doctor, one of the most
'trusted' of all the professions. In the
scene with the woman that has the mastectomy he shows that he can have compassion for her even though he has not
gone through the same type experience. Gays are the same in other areas
of life. As Ted says in his one scene,' I
lose my temper in traffic. I bleed when I
cut myself. And I don't like to spend half
my salary on a hamburger/ we are just
the same as everybody else."
Scene, But Not Heard
Were there any scenes cut that might
have offended non-gays?
"No, there weren't. There was one
scene that I took out after I saw if it was
going to work. It didn't. It was a scene
where Zack admitted to his father
(Arthur Hill) that he was gay. Hisson,the
Boyscout, liked men. Bart said the same
thing when he wanted to tell his father
that his son the rightfielder liked other
rightfielders. I cut Zack's scene because
it was an actual confrontation with a
family member. It was out of line, there
just wasn't time to deal with the family
conflicts that would be involved. I just
wanted to get the three main characters
through it successfully.
"The idea of working out the family
problems could be another whole
movie," he says. Will it? "That depends
on how well we do this time around."
"I would rather go on to other stories
concerning relationships in the future.
There are so many possibilities."
Why The Title?
"I chose the title because...well why
not," he says, "Too many people feel
that two men can have sex, but can't
make love to each other. I wanted to
show that they can and do."
Some of Buffalo's media have called
"Making Love" a "bi-sexual love story."
"It doesn't really matter what they call
it, the message is the same," Sandler
states, "but itreally isn't 'bi-sexual' at all.
If he had stayed married and settled for
the 'best of both worlds' then it might
have been construed as a non-gay
movie. As it is though, it is a gay movie."
Mega-Movie Bucks
The cost of "Making Love" was $8 million and there was $6 million spent on
publicity. "Originally we had planned
on spending less, but after a few test
screenings, the responses were so positive that we decided to go for all of it.
There were private screenings all over
the country and a large media campaign
to get the word out in advanceof the
opening."
The movie finally opened in over 360
theaters across the country. In its first
few days it brought in over $3 million at
the box office. Recently, in a movie Top
10, it was second only to "On Golden
Pond" in receipts.
Continued on page 5

AN EDITORIAL:

On Anti-Gay Violence
Buffalo has been the scene of violence that has hit members of
the Gay Community it recent weeks.
While these cases have been very violent, we have been fortunate that no one has been seriously hurt. How long can we be this
lucky?
It is difficult to stop this kind from happening, but it is hoped that
if members of the community are victims of this type of happening,
that it will be reported to the authorities immediately. This can only
have a positive result.
If anyone does experience a robbery, an assault or any problems
when such incidences are reported to the Police and they feel that
any of these are the result of their being gay, Mattachine stands
ready to help them with any problems they may encounter.
In the meantime, be careful, be aware and be on the lookout for
anyone that might be the source of any of these problems to you or
others.
We have to share the streets with many different people, so let's
make the best of it. We don't expect better treatment, just equal.
BE AWARE AND BE SAFE!

In This Issue...
In this issue we bring you an in person interview with Buffalo's
own Barry Sandler who talks about the making of "Making Love."
Some of the recent problems of violence in the areas of the gay
bars of Buffalo are focused upon and possible solutions are

highlighted.

Our regular columnists are here to entertain and inform you
about what is happening in Buffalo.
There are numerous stories from around the country to keep you
in tourch with happenings of interest to gays everywhere.
As winter winds down, hopefully, here is another issue to keep
you occupied until Spring arrives.
We hope you enjoy!

Letters to the Editor
Catholic Confessional
Comment Causes Concern
St. Joseph Cathedral
50 Franklin Street
Buffalo, N.Y. 14202
Dear Editor,
Tim Denziger's letter in the February
issue of The Fifth Freedom was right on
the mark and provided mc with much
food for thought. In pastoral practice
and preaching, his comments on Ameri
can over-concern for "appearance,
image and packaging" when it applies
to persons, will prove a lively subject.
We are surely guilty of not going
beyond the surface in our dealings with
other persons, in the gay or the straight
world.
In looking at people or institutions,
Tim's recommendations will produce a
far healthier society. When looking at
the Church I urge Tim to apply the same
standards. In our dealing with people
we often fail to look beyond outward
appearances. Tim's remark on the
Catholic confessional practice as
"oppresive" deserves the same second
look. Surely we have made some errors,
and some unthinking or cold individuals
have confused and hurt others. Yet,
Catholic confession remains an avenue
of mental health and forgiveness when
both parties to the Confession keep in
mind Christ's invitation to forgiveness.
If Tim, or others, have had bad experiences in the Confessional, I'm sorry.
However, the Church itself advises that
one who wishes to confess frequently
should seek out a compassionate and
kind man, with whom Confession can
be a celebration of our reconciliation
with God. It is possiblef We rarely
choose a hair stylist, tailor, restaurant or
movie randomly. So too with confessors. We advise our people to look for a
confessor with whom we can open up,
not one who necessarily approves of or
condones our sinfulness, but who can

"

j

compassionately help us to become
more Christian, more mature.
Catholic confessional practice at
times assumes "elephantine" proportions, but, accepting Tim's advice, how
about a second look?

Sincerely,

Rev. William J. Gallagher
Vice-Rector
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clean up its own act before bad mouCoalition:
thing others. Mattachine supported the
Fact or Fantasy?
Valentine Dance on Feb. 12th and yet
Dear Editor Fifth Freedom,
aka
I want to voice my disapproval with only a handful of GLCCC members Pat CarrollStein Replies
Gertrude
the actions and attitudes of the GLCCC. managed to support the skating party
(Gay and Lesbian Community Center held by the Society on the 15th.
Mattachine supports the efforts of the Dear John,
Coalition.)
through FREE advertising in the
GLCCC
I fail to understand how a coalition of
You did a bang-up interview. Many
Fifth
FREE use of our bulk
Freedom,
that
have
banded
organizations
thanks.
mailing permit,and FREE useof ourteletogether to fight injustice and discrimiDo you get CBS Cable your territory?
nation can be blind to the age and sex phone number.
The
cable version of Gertrude Stein,
If the GLCCC wants to be a genuine
discrimination practiced by its own
Stein, Gertrude Stein and
Gertrude
community organization dedicated to
members.
accompanying
documentary should be
helping in the fight against discriminaIt is a strange contradiction of standin your area soon. I am delighted
airing
toward
and
women it
gay men
ards. There seems to be one set for tion
with the documentary and feel the play
within the group and another set for should start by eliminating the groups has been translated fairly
accurately.
within itself that practice both age and
outside.
a
chance
to
see
both.
Hope
you
get
discrimination toward their own gay
I also find the attitudes of the GLCCC sex
remain,
I
brothers
sisters.
and
toward the Mattachine Society another
Sincerely,
I sincerely hope that the GLCCC will
contradiction. The GLCCC expects Mat- start to support the efforts of all the gay
Pat Carroll
tachine to support its activities but
here in the Buffalo area
doesn't feel any obligation to return that organizations
whether
not they are members ofthe.
or
support. I have heard GLCCC members
(Editor's Note: The FIFTH FREEDOM
(Coalition?).
charge that Mattachine is not doing anywelcomes "Letters to theEditor." LetVery truly yours,
thing to help them get going. The fact
ters
for submission should be typed,
publica-r
that the Society allows the GLCCC to use (Please withhold name from
double-spaced and less than 300
tion)
their bulk mailing permit, their P.O. Box
words. Send to THE FIFTH FREEFor The World
number (until just a few weeks ago) and Wish
DOM,
Fifth
Freedom:
P.O. Box 155, Ellicott Station,
Dear
their telephone number in the advertisBuffalo,
New York 14205. Letters
reading
really
enjoy
your
paper,
I
ing, all seems to be overlooked. Few
the good work, then maybe
must be signed in order to be consikeep
up
people seem to realize that just the use someday nobody
dered for publication, however the
will have to with-hold
of the Mattachine telephone costs B<t their
FREEDOM will withhold the
FIFTH
because
they
name
are gay. It'
per call each time someone calls to would be one of the greatest things on
-writer's name upon request).
inquire about a GLCCC activity. Those earth there
really could be a Fifth Freeif
are the rates charged as a commercial
dom!
telephone by New York Telephone Co.
Sincerely,
I feel that it is time for the GLCCC to
A FAN

Black Civil Rights
Nominee Against Gays
WASHINGTON, D.C.—B. Sam Hart, a

Black evangelical minister from Phila-

delphia nominated by President Reagan to serve on the U.S. Civil Rights
Commission, vigorously defended his
opposition to gay civil rights in statements to the Washington Post. His statement led Gay Rights National Lobby,
which remains the only full-time lobby
exclusively devoted to lesbian and gay
civil rights, to pledge to fight Hart's confirmation by the Senate to this nation's
highest civil rights body.
Hart, who appears to have no previous involvement in civil rights issues,
first made anti-gay statements when
Philadelphia's City Council was considering a gay civil rights ordinance.
Observers described Hart's remarks
then, and again to the Washington Post,
as among the most vitriolic made on the
gay issue by a public official.
Among the remarks were statements
which drew a comparison between gays
and thieves. Homosexuals are holosexuals by choice, he said. "They have
chosen a way of life. They have to accept
the consequences." He went on to say,
"If I become a thief and they lock mc
up...1 still have to accept the
consequences."
Hart's nomination, his anti-gay
remarks, his opposition to the Equal
Rights Amendment, and general lack of
civil rights record provoked a controversy of significant proporations. Steve
Endean, Executive Director of Gay
Rights National Lobby, expressed doubt
about whether the Senate will reject the
nomination by pledged a strong campaign. "With the influx of New Right
Senators from the 1980 elections, the
chances of blocking Hart's nomination
seem slim. But we will work with our
supporters in the Senate and with a wide
variety of civil rights and civil liberties
groups toward that end, nonetheless."
Endean went on to say that it is "Essential that the Senate closely scrutinize
nominees to such an important civil
rights post to ensure that they are committed to civil rights for all Americans,
not just those he likes or approves of."
Endean's goal was significantly
advanced when Senator John Heinz,
Republican from Hart's home state of
Pennsylvania, placed a "hold" on the
nomination, until the President could
demonstrate that Hart had real qualifications for the position. Any one
Member of the Senate can place a temporary hold on a nomineee, slowingthe
progress of the nomination. Senator
Arlen Spector (R-PA) also issued a statement disassociating himself from the
nomination and reportedly communicated his displeasure at the nomination
to President Reagan.
The U.S. Civil Rights Commission can
play an important role of setting a tone
and trend on public policy questions
involving civil rights. However, the
Commission does not enforce the civil
rights provisions which H.R. 1454 and S.
1708, the Gay Civil Rights Bill, seek to
amend. Hart, if confirmed, would give
President Reagan the "conservative"
majority on the Commission he has
been seeking. Endean called Hart's
nomination "another example of putting the fox in the chicken coop."
With developments breaking fast, the
final outcome of Hart's confirmation
remained in doubt. But Gay Rights
National Lobby strongly urged lesbians
and gay men to contact their Senators to
urge opposition, in case Senator Heinz's
"hold" is released. Those wishing additional information should contact Susan
Green at GRNL by calling (202) 546-1801.
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Flic riith rrccoonrij fvi«ircn i"oz
fairness that ranscends these traditional
political lines."
Gay issues appeared in the "report
cards" of these groups only for
WASHINGTON, D.C.— Both the Members of the House of RepresentaAmerican Civil Liberties Union (ACLU
tives, as the U.S. Senate has still not
and the Americans for Democratic voted on a gay issue.
Action (ADA) have included responses
to gay issues in their ratings of Members
of Congress, the Gay Rights National
Lobby (GRNL) has learned. GRNL has
By
maintained a close working relationship
Lambda Legal Defense and Education
with both organizations, and analysis by
Fund, Inc. commends the recent deciGRNL apparently shows a strong corresion by the Florida Supreme Court on
lation between support for civil liberties, "liberal" voting records, and February 4,1982, in Department of Education v. Lewis. The decision struck
support for lesbian/gay civil rights.
Although both the ACLU and ADA down the bill enacted by the Florida
have chosen to include a "gay issue" in state legislature that cut off funds to any
university, public or private, that recogtheir annual "report cards" on Congress, they chose different votes for nized, gave assistance or provided
their ratings. The ACLU chose the vote meeting facilities to any group that
or advocates sexual relain the House of Representatives on the
"McDonald Amendment" to the Legal tions between persons not married to
Services Corporation Act as their bel- one another." The main target of the bill
was gay student organizations.
Iweather. The "McDonald AmendIn ruling that this bill violated the First
ment" would have denied gay and
Amendment, the Court stated: "The
lesbian citizens access to that taxpayerhistory of the interpretation of the First
funded government service.
Americans for Democratic Action, Amendment shows a steady movement
toward protecting the free-speech
which has been a leading liberal organization for many years, however, chose rights of persons of all political and
the House's overturn of Washington, moral views'. Ours is a nation rich in
D.C.'s, Sexual Assault bill, which was diversity, and our strength has been in
spurred on as an anti-gay campaign by our practice of allowing free play to the
the Moral Majority, as their test of marketplace of ideas... to permit the
continued building of our politics and
"liberality."
Yet another group, the National culture, and to assure self-fullfillment
Women's Political Caucus, has indicated for each individual, our people are guathat is, too, plans to use both votes in ranteed the right to express any
thought, free from government censortheir "report card."
Steve Endean, Executive Director of ship." This decision overturned the rulthe Gay Rights National Lobby, was ing of the trial court which had found no
pleased by the inclusion of gay issues in First Amendment violation.
Rosalyn Richter, project attorney for
the ratings. "This is yet another indication that these groups have made justice Lambda's Litigation Project Against
Anti-gay Legislation, stated: "This deciand basic fairness to lesbians and gaysion is remarkable in its scope and clara
real
he
said.
"Members
priority,"
men
of Congress will increasingly learn that it ity. It clearly recognizes that the First
isn't just gay people who support gay Amendment protects the advocacy of
civil rights, but that our non-gay allies, gay rights, regardless of the current
top, insist on accountability on these popularity of the issue." Ms. Richter
pointed to the Court's language stating:
issues."
GRNL analysis of the ACLU ratings "Where the majority rules, there is usuconfirmed that there is a close relation- ally no need for constitutional protecship between how legislators vote on tion of the right to express views that are
other civil liberties issues and their stand considered proper and reasonable by
the majority. The real purpose of the
on justice for gays. Of the 197RepresenAmendment is to protect also the
First
the
lowest
rated
with
scores
on
tatives
the ACLU ratings (4 or less out of a possi- expression of sentiments that the majorble 11 issues on which ACLU had taken a ity finds unacceptable or even
stand), only nine had supported the unthinkable."
Tim Sweeney, Executive Director of
GRNL position opposing the anti-gay
Lambda, said: "Given the escalating
McDonald Amendment.
Perhaps more surprising—and in attack on our community by the New
some ways distressing—was the GRNL Right, the decision is a significant message both to gay people and the public
analysis of the ADA ratings. These figlarge."
at
ures seem to indicate that there is a
This decision is particularly important
strong correlation between voting
to Lambda's Litigation Project and will
records considered "liberal" and supbe of immediate relevance if the Project
port for gayrights. Of the 119 Represenhas to undertake a legal challenge to the
tatives with a 70% or better ADA rating,
McDonald Amendment or the Family
only 21 voted against the GRNL position
on the D.C. Sexual Assault Bill. On the Protection Act. The Project will conother hand, of the 221 legislators who
tinue its monitoring of anti-gay legislareceived "conservative" marks (30% or tion on state and federal levels.
lower) from ADA, only 6 voted for the
GRNL position on the bill. This is particularly distressing given the fact that the
Wrongs
Sexual Assault Bill, with its consenting
WASHINGTON, D.C.— President
adults provisions, should have evoked a
Reagan's candidate for a seat on the U.S.
positive response from conservatives
based on their commitment to privacy. Civil Rights Commission has asked that
Endean expressed a real concern his name be withdrawn from
about the results of this analysis, and consideration.
noted that "while we are, of course,
This happened after many of his
pleased that liberals are increasingly remarks angered homosexual, women's
and civil rights groups across the
seeing this issue as a 'litmus test,' the
country.
close association between conservatives
and the religious New Right seems to be
He stated that he does not consider
that homosexuals have a civil rights
warping the traditional conservative
commitment to less government intercause. This after stating that he opposes
lives."
the ERA and busing to integrate schools.
vention into private
"And while we know that there are
The Rev. B. Samuel Hart of Phoenixville, Pa. has been granted the request
many, many gay conservatives, conserthat his name be removed. The search is
vative Members of Congress appear to
that
their
on for a replacement.
be certain
constituencies
Hart, 50, felt that he could help "bring
oppose these measures in spite of their
needs to be done, by all of us, to show
America back to a more moral position"
that it had in the past under more liberal
that gay civil rights is neither a conservaliberal
of
administrations.
issue, but an issue
tive nor a

Gay Votes Count
In Congress

—

Florida Court Decision
Lambda
Approved

Civil Rights Or
Civil
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International Women's
Day March 6 In Buffalo
"Bread and Roses" is the theme for
the eighth celebration of Intenational
Women's Day in Buffalo, which will take
place on Saturday, March 6 at 7:30 p.m.
at the Unitarian Universalist church at
695 Elmwood. The celebration will be
preceded by two events: A Women's
Dance in honor of IWD sponsored by
the Buffalo Women's Liberation Union
at 9:30 p.m. on Friday, March 5 at the
Unitarian Church, and a Children's
Event on March 6 at 11 a.m. at the
Lafayette Avenue Presbyterian Church,
875 Elmwood.
"Bread and Roses" will be a celebration of women's activism in Buffalo and
will include an international Pot Luck
dinner, women-made music, a film,
"The Making Of Judy Chicago's Dinner
Party," and tables of information on
women's groups in Buffalo. A talk on the
Family Protection Act and its implications for women and their families will
follow the dinner. Childcare, signing for
the deaf, Spanish translation, and
wheelchair assistance will be provided
during the event.
The Children's Program will feature
the group Caribe, which will conduct a
workshop on percussion instruments.
Also included will be art and music
workshops, games, aerobics, and tumbling. Lunch will be provided for a small
donation.
This year the focus of IWD will be on
celebrating the progress of women in
working together to achieve a better life
in America, in spiteof the current political scenario. "Bread and Roses" comes
from the theme of the women textile
worker's strike in Lawrence, Massachusetts in 1912. Not only were the women
striking for a decent living wage, but
also for the chance to live a life
enhanced by beauty. Their struggle is
summaraized in the song, "Bread and
Roses" and serves as an inspiration for
all women working today to change a
sexist society into an egalitarian one.
The attempts of the New Right to turn
bacck progress in equality for womena
and minorities will be highlighted by the
talk to the Family Protection Act. This
Act is the blueprint of the New Right to
reverse years of hard-won progress and
return the United States to some mythical era when only men were breadwinners and all women stayed home
and caref for the house and children.
Last year's theme for IWD "women's
Agenda for the 80's: A Vision for the
Future" dealt more extensively with the
threat of the New Right, while the
preceding year dealt with energy and
nuclear power.
The history of the International
Women's Day dates back to 1856 when
women textile workers marched from
the sweatshops of New York City's
Lower East Side to protest unsafe and
oppressive working conditions. Though
beaten and dispersed by police, they
continued to organize, and formed a
union three years later. On March 8,
1980, women garment workers marched
again, calling for an end to child labor,
and for the right to vote. In 1910, the
International Socialist Congress in Denmark declared March Bth International
Women's Day in honor of working clas
women. This year, therefore, represents
the 72nd celebration of International
Women's Day around the world.
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Out and About

Hall And Oates—
Making Love...
Back from being snow bound in
Toronto music lovers, culture addicts
and gossip hounds. Sorry about missing
February's deadline and paper but the
Queen E. Way was closed, at least the
Burlington Bridge was, thus no Out &
About last month.
Glad to see Faulring & Company are
still printing, alive and kicking. Nowthat
The News and moi have parted ways
thanks to budget belt-tightening, all my
passions, aggressions and pent-up feelings will have to be uncorked here.
Watch out McDonalds!
And since there's some left-overs
from Valentines' month, we're starting
with a double-header review of Hall &
Oates (pant, pant) and the milestone
movie, "Making Love" Plus some odds
and ends. So, be patient, read on and
enjoy! We're "Out & About" again|
("Oh, goody, goody!")
Hall & Oates/Aldo Nova
Kleinhans Music Hall
February 17
Tickets: $10.50, $9.50 (Harvey & Corky)
Rating: Four Bells
Daryl Hall and John Oates, the blueeyed soul boys from Philly-land, rolled
their super-charged, pop/rock act into
acoustically-perfect Kleinhans Music
Hall this cold, windy Wednesday night
and sent temperatures rising inside with
their intense, overly-amplified concert.
The hotest act on RCA records right
now with million-seller single "I Can't
Go For That (No Can Do)" in Billboard's
no. 2 slot for the Top 100, blondish Hall
and dark, sultry Oates executed a
clean, crisp 90-minute set of 17, upbeat
selections.
Much to the delight of the SRO
audience, the two unleashed both the
old, more pop-oriented material with
the newer, more rhythm & blues, soul-
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/rock hits having overcome the recognizability factor with heavy Top 40 air
play by most AM stations and crossover
additions to FM formats.
Finding Hall on keys and vocals,familiar hit "She's gone" and "Rich Girl" followed the first four, pace-setting
numbers, gaining audience reaction
which culminated in wild response
when pop/rocker "Kiss On My List" was
offered up.
Saxist/keyboardist Charlie DeChant
then demonstrated his able musicianship as "No Can Do" rocking the venerable music facility prior to bassist Tom
Wolk playing riffs with his guitar on his
back during Smokey Robinson's 1950s
throwback, "Going To A Go Go."
Oates, ever-the-more brooding by
this time, initiated the vocals on Wilson
Pickett's rousing classic, "Funky Funky
Broadway" complete with Hall going
down on his knees(hmm?) soulfully and
DeChant' dashing madly out into the
shocked throng, to the rear standingroom-only section and back, all the time
blowing a mean sax.
Halls' energized vocals continued on
"Sarah Smile," "Wait For Mc" and LP
title track "Private Eyes" priortoadeliberate version of "You've Lost That Lovin'
Feelin?" If only the Righteous Brothers
had as much intensity and rock-a-bility
when they first made it a hit!
DeChant and Hall then executed a
give-and-take segment during rocker
"You Make My Dreams" which was followed by excessively loud, new wavish
type "United State" from the "Voices"
LP in a wild encore effort.
During all this, lead guitarist G.E.
Smith, Gilda Radner's hubby, handled
superb riffs, patterns and rhythmatic
changes, despite being pepped up on
something or other. He constantly
leaned into short-sleeved Oates as well
as taller, thinner Hall. Hmm, is the
rumor rill grinding out new tid bits?
While drummer Micky Carry was less
conspicuous than the other three tour
band members, he ws equally integral to
the driving, punctuating counterparts,
underlying rhythms and pace although
his solo spot was not that thrilling.
The first of a seven week winter tour,
Hall & Oates have definitely arrived as a
slick, stylish group, having rejuvinated
their one-time sagging career with
truely representative original material.
For they've adroitly weaves as sexual/gay overtones with matured musicianship, possibly the best and only white
blues/rock formula on the music scene
today.
They're a creative, entertaining oasis
of sounds amid a growing, boring push
backwards to the music of the 1950's
being heaped on us by the corporate
record companies.
Plus they're hot numbers to boot, toying with our fantasies, vulnerabilities,
hope and desires.
Meanwhile, Montreal's hard rockers
Aldo Nova, seemingly just passing into
puberty and zit-city worries, all-butbombed with their mediocre, 40 minute
set of same-sounding, nine songs.
Basically 4/4, loud and rock-oriented,
A.N.s got light years to go before they
can be taken as seriously by the public as
they have been by Portrait Records, a
division of mighty CBS.
Their single, "Fantasy," was oke but
no big deal. In fact, doesthe world need
another Foreigner? Especially one that
cranked up the sound so loud that it sent
patrons fleeing to the outer concourse?
There's no argument with Aldo's guitarmanship and polite demeanor, but
this was a bad case of poor booking by
usually dependable Harvey & Corky. My
condolences to CBS too.

"Making Love"
University Cinema and Thruway Mall
February 10
Tickets: $1.75 matinees, $3.50 evenings.
Showtimes: 1:45 p.m., 4:50 p.m., 7:25
p.m., and 9:45 p.m. (call theatres to-be20th Century Fox/lndieprod Company
Rating: Five Bells.
By now, most of Western New York
must know that Buffalo native Barry
Sandler penned the screenplay to this
gay milestone of a movie and that it's
earning major plaudits from most,
national film critics and thinking
people.
And after three private screenings of
the emotion-charged, power-packed
celluloid effort, I too add my complete
enthusiasm for the slick, glossy breathrough. "Making Love" is simply to
gays what "Raisin' in the Sun" was to
blacks.
It's forever smashed through the old,
tired gay stereotypes, discarded misconceptions, revealed the unavoidable
coming out process and elevated the
gay lifestyle rightfully beyond the bars,
drugs and one-night stands. That's no
And director Arthur Hiller, more
recently of "Silver Streak" and "Plaza
Suite" fame (also the acclaimed Playhouse 90 TV series," The Out-ofTowners," "Hospital" and less-acclaimed "Love Story" with Sandler's honest,
gutsy script, had fashioned a dramatically belieavable story-line, plot and
resolution.
While it's obvious the upper middle
class achiever status of the two main gay
characters —Zack, a Dr. portrayed by
hunky Michael Ontkean, Harry Hamlin's novelist/author Bart and Claire's TV
programming network role by Kate
Jackson - was concocted to placate nervous hetereos, it could by annoying to
most gays as unrealistic, romanticised,
idealistic.
But it's believable since thee are many
professional, career gays as well as othe
economic/social stratas of gays. As
Sandler said during an interview over
lunch at the Marriott, you canonlydoso
much in 70 minutes. You can't cram
every aspect of gay life, yesterday, today
and tomorrow into the first, major
studio-financed film about gays in a
sympathetic, positive light.
Basically, the acting is sincere, captivating at times with Jackson's talents
shining through as they never did or
could on ABC TV's insipid "Charlies
Angels." As Zack's loving, thoughtful
wife and college-day love, Jackson's
effervescent, warm, glowing. She's THE
STAR of "Making Love" no matter what

Rookies." If you haven't, then you

must

not be gay my dears?!?
Wendy Hiller, the director's wife, as
the dowdy, landlady Winnie, brings a
wistful touch as a caring, close family
friend and with it the live-and-let-live
attitudes of most senior citizens.
Arthur Hill's stern, detached portrayal
as Zack's father provides some insight
into his family background although
one scene of serious confrontation with
his dad was snipped to reinforce the
main, three character plot.
Nancy Olson, who was William
Holden's girl friend in the classic
"Sunset Boulevard," has little chance
other than to emote sympathy during
the semi-stormy dinner attended by
Zack and Claire.
The rest of the cast is relegated to very
minor roles, except from hunky Asher
Brauner, who is one of Zack's tricks
Claire goes to see. Remember him from
NBC TV's, "Alexander, The Other Side
of Dawn" about L.A. male hustlers?
Sandler's screenplay encompasses
almost all the issues facing each character from all angles as the dialogue
reflected both the philosophical and
day-to-day challenges. It's left up to the
viewer to determine the compassion,
integrity and validity readings of each

principal.

Having met Barry in Las Vegas when
he wrote for Joan Rivers, I can see the
difference in him from this personally
cathartic project. He's injected a lot of
his own "coming out" pains, questionings, discoveries.
Leonard Rosenman's understated
score was a quiet force throughout,
weaving soft, yet strong emphasis as did
his music for the James Dean classics'
"East of Eden" and "Rebel Without A
Cause."
His melodic, main theme underlined
both dramatic and romantic moods
while discoish "Take Mc Higher" and
funky "It's Your Love," both by Bruce
and Jon Hornsby, set the tone for the
scenes in West Hollywood's gay bar,
The Spike. What a shock it was for moi to
see the old neighborhood's landmarks
such as the Spike, Pioneer Chicken,
Machissmo and other Santa Monica
Boulevard haunts. Ah memories!
And Carole Bayer Sager and Burt
Bacharach's "Making Love" theme
song, beautifully illuminated by Roberta
Flack, was a welcome, last minute addition to the score says Sandler. It's unfortunate this obvious hit song is missed at
the film's credit run. (Sandler has the
same agent as Sager/Bacharach).
The only major, technical flaw in
"ML" was the somewhat slowed pace
caused by the docudrama-type,
straight-on face shots of Jackson and
Hamlin
explaining their feelings, intenHamlin, who showed a lot of bare
But,
they were necessary techtions.
the
has
titans,"
pectorals in "clash of
expanding the film's impact,
far-outdistanced that semi-dull film and niques inbackground
insight.
filling
in
three other screen assignments with his
20th
Fox's
Sherri lansing, as
Century
hard-edged, emotion-holding-back
Melnick ("The
Dan
co-producer
well
as
interpretation of Bart.
this
China
for
supporting
Syndrome")
Overly narcisstic, (love the mirrors)
of
overdue
fair
treatment
gays
in
long,
athletic and invulnerable to feelings,
medium
of
making.
film
the
powerful
Hamlin's Bart embodies that element of
the gay community caught up into the Already earning $4 million its first week
of release, "Making Love" will have to
bar/drug scene.
break
even at $16 million since the
Meanwhile, Ontkean, the weakest of
$8 million and $6 million was
movie
cost
the three as the pivotal element, coming invested a careful, widespread adverin
to task with his emerging, latent attractising campaign.
tion to men. It seems to surface rather
But it is the movie's impact on our
quickly too thanks to the pressures of
lives
that counts the most, what we do
buying a new home and two humpy
with
it, if we support it and encourage
motocyclist lovers. This should kill off
friends and relatives to go see it.
family,
industry
the already sagging real estate
after Feb. 21st's attack on City
And
Yamahas
Honda,
the
sale
of
and effect
we may be witnessing ignorant
Lights,
and Suzikis.
backlashes
against "Making Love" as
and
Anyhow, Ontkean, who dazzeled
well
the
as
more adult-oriented "Taxi
that
so
tasteful
ever
delighted *is with
which
I'll review next month.
strip tease on ice skates in "Slap Shot" Zum Klo,"
not.
Hopefully
and disappointed moi at a screening of
But, whatever happens, there's no
"Voices" on the MGM lot in Hollyback to the days of suicidal, curegoing
to
project a strong
wood, again fails
Hollywood's
impression except in the confrontation seeking homosexuals in
violent,
the
unfair
S&M pormovies
or
scene with Jackson.
It
now or
of
be
trayals
"Cruising."
may
But then, who cares except the purist
movieland.
for
rights
in
never
gay
his
for
since
him
critics. I've had the hots
Continued on page 6
days on ABC TV's "The
and
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Local Media And
Gay Issues Addressed
By ROD HENSEL
This column deals with how the local
media deals with gay issues. I concentrate each month on what is doing with
the so-called "straight media," and that
means that sometimes I tend to ignore a
critical look at the "gay media/ which
is, in this case, the newspaper you are
now holding.
The Fifth Freedom, in the last year, has
made some substantial improvements in
appearance. The number of columnists
has increased, as have the number of
advertisers.
This newspaper, however, still lacks in
journalistic style. There is too much
opinion in many "news" stories, and the
paper could hardly be called gutsy in
examining some of the issues going on
within the gay community in Buffalo.
The artwork, when it exists, is of pretty
low quality (both photos and drawings)
and the paper tends to trumpet the
accomplishments of the Mattachine
Society to the exclusion of other gay
groups in Buffalo.
But its not a hopeless case by any
means, and there are other larger cities
with larger gay communities who have
newspapers that are far worse. To that
end, this newspaper, in the course of the
next few months, will be making some
changes. The plan is to dividethe editorship into three people, each taking on
specific tasks for running the paper. In
addition, Mattachine members who sell
ads for this paper will get a 15 percent
commission on what they sell.
The idea is to open up the pages of the
paper to gay people who, for whatever
reason, have felt shut out. Time will tell
if it works out.
Meanwhile, the straight media can
hardly be accused of ignoring gays. As of
this writing, public reaction to two gay
films that played Buffalo last month is
still coming in.
"Making Love," the Twentieth Century Fox production which is getting a
tremendous amount of advertising
hype, got a fair-to-middling review from
Buffalo Evening News reviewer Jeff
Simon. Simon, who two years ago visited
a Gay Professionals meeting and wrote a
rather positive story about it, recognized "Making Love's" signifigance as
"The first major Hollywood movie to
explore male homosexuality with sympathy."
Simon continues: "What it's saying is
that in the life of every homosexual
there is a terrifying period when he has
to come out of the closet and face his
desires squarely, and there's nothing
the least bit funny about it. You'd have
to be a turnip not to be moved by the
movie."
What Simon does criticize is the way
the movie "wears its heart on its sleeve"
in challenging the viewer to sympathize
with its three main characters, two of
them gay.
He wonders how more conservative
straights will face the movie's "long
frank homosexual love scene," and if it
won't blunt the movies attempt to show
"normalcy" in homosexuality.
His criticisms may be right. Watching
the film for a second time in a theater
with a primarily straight audience, I was
offended and hurt by the laughter, comments and cat calls that an obviously
nervous audience made at the start of
the love scene. Still, by the time the
movie ended, there was audible sniffling in the audience, so perhaps the
message comes through despite the
shock value the rather tame love scene
has for straights.
Tame, incidentally, is about the only
word that can desribe that love scene
after you've watched "Taxi Zum Klo,"
the German film dealing with homosex-

uality that played Buffalo at the same
time "Making Love" did.
Surprisingly, Buffalo News critic John
Dwyer liked that film better than Simon
liked "Making Love," calling "Taxi" an
"expression of the daily homosexual,
filmed without pity or remorse, though
with rueful allowance that sex thrills
alone cannot complete a life."
Dwyer's review came as a surprise to
many gays, as did the mere fact that the
film played here without incident. Rumours.had been circulating days before to
"see it on opening night," or Capt.
Kennedy and his vice squad folks might
seize it.
While it was sexually explicit as far as
gay sex goes, it wouldn't have been
much had the same scenes involvedjwo
sexes. And the fact that it played at the
Allendale, which has a respectable "art
film" theater reputation, may have had
some impact.
Explanations aside, mark down February as the month when gays came before
straight audiences on Buffalo's silver
screens—and the reaction, on the
whole, was pretty positive.
The Buffalo Evening News last month
thought a story about gays, carried by
the Associated Press, was important
enough to place on page two of its first
section. The news was that the head of
New York State's Office of Employee
Relations has warned all agency heads
and supervisors to "disregard their
employees sexual preferences when
evaluating their work" and that sexual
preference "should not be a criterion to
deny state employment or promotion."
The story noted that the ruling came
from negotiations with the Civil Service
Employees Association (CSEA) on a new
union contract.
Both the News and AP however
missed a more interesting angle. The
ruling was in fact a major victory for gay
lobbyists in Albany. Realizing that there
was little hope of getting legislation having the same effect through the Republican (i.e. conservative) controlled State
Senate, they switched their lobbying
efforts from legislators to union officials.
Thus when the contract talks came up,
CSEA pressed for the ruling as one of its
demands and got it. It was a victory, and
an example, for gay political lobbyists
everywhere.
The February issue of Psychology
Today (the magazine that brings Freud
to the masses) features an article on
homosexual parents. As usual, the magazine doesn't make any judgements.
It does however examine some basic
problems. Like when does a gay parent,
if ever, tell his child about his sexuality?
A study found that the revelation is usually more traumatic for boys, and that it
seems to have the effect of the child
more openly considering the possibility
that he too is gay.
When the gay parent is also a gay couple, the parent's lover also tends to
become a step-parent type figure, and
quite often, the disciplinarian.
The article points out however that
"no evidence has turned up that the
children of homosexuals are more
mixed up, distrubed, or for that matter,
homosexual, than the children of
divorced parents in general. Second
generation homosexuals are rare."
The article demonstrates how little we
as gays know about ourselves. Psychologists and sociologists study heterosexual
relationships ad nauseum, but little
research is done about gays. While
interest is growing in academia, funding
cutbacks are hitting hard at all kinds of
research. Digest the information in articles like the one above, for there will be
few like it in the years to come.

Barry Sandler, (r.) is interviewed on AM Buffalo by co-host Cindy
Abbott during his Feb. 11 visit here to promote "Making Love."
Of course in todays movie market the was Zack and Claire's story."
budget is extremely small, but it shows Unrealistic Dialogue
that it can be done. Even this amount
The one scene where Zack confesses
was risky considering the moderate cli- that he is a homosexual, he does throw
mate of the country.
out an awful long list of "reasons." Isn't
Right Wing Backlash
it a little unreal to remember all those
With many miles of travel promoting reasons at a time like that?
the movie, Sandler reports only one "I did include a large number of reaincidence of very negative response to sons in the scene, but felt that many
the theme. "It was in Atlanta on a call-in people would remember only one or
show that I appeared on. It was the typi- two of them that would ring a bell for
cal Bible Belt argument. That was the them," he says. "Everyone has their own
only negative reaction that I personally feelings, and I hope that I included their
reason in the list."
experienced."
"It was a chance we were taking, but
What would you like "Making Love"
we felt it had to be taken now or it never to be known for in the end?
would be. From the response we have
"If it could just be known as a story of
gotten so far, we were right. There have people who love each other, each in
been no organized boycotts of the real life. "I would like to come back
movie."
soon and spend some time here and
Bart or Zack
meet the people," he says.
Which character is most like you?
"It was important for mc to get the
"I'd say that they both were. I have movie here and to find out the reaction
gone through both stages and have to it. Being my home town, I wanted to
manifested the negative qualities of know how it went over," Sandler
both. Hopefully I have resolved the neg- relates. The night before it opened to
ative aspects that both of them show in the public, he had a showing for friends,
the movie. I think everyone rs a compo- family and some media people. From all
site of the two sides of the coin."
the comments overheard, it was, and
Why does Bart drop out so early in the will be, well received.
movie?
"You've got a winner, Barry." "The
"I don't know if it is 'early' but he had acting was just great." "A beautiful
to drop out somewhere. He had stated story." And many more such comments
his feelings and had gone as far as he assure that he is a hit in his hometown.
could with Zack, so why not? Afterthat it
Continued on page 7
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Are Power And Beauty
Cheaper By The Pound?
BY JOE SCHUDER II
due for the most part to the 19 front
headlock
"In your
on the floor
panel lamps and the primary winding of
who could ever ask for more"
a power supply transformer large
(Ric Ocasek) enough to develop nearly 1000 watts of
With this catchy line from "Touch and short term audio power.
Go" we begin this month's discussion
The Citation is quite a different story.
on power for the dollar. Not to mention While Harman Kardon's actual idelthe discussions on interpretation of power requirement is not know, I
Ocasek's poetry we could start. I believe expect that it is about 200 watts. Aside
most people do ask for more when their from being biased closer to Class-A
aural needs are questioned.
operation (which normally makes for
Being astute consumers, we like to more heat), it is a tube-type unit. The ten
think we have purchased the best ampli- tubes in this amplifier use a bundle of
fier we can afford. For the sake of sim- electricity to boil electrons off those filaplicity, I will deal with basic power ments. And they produce a lot of heat. I
amplifiers here. The power amplifier is particularly enjoyed listening to the Citthe audio component which uses the ation in Winter. While it used gobs of
most electricity so I will assume that if power, even at low listening levels, I
you were to compare receivers (either could turn down the heat in the listenearly tubed units or current solid state ing room. Then there was the visual
ones), their tuner/preamplifier scetions beauty of all those tube filaments
would be pretty much equal with warmly glowing orange, like the embers
respect to input power requirements.
of a dying fire. Quite romantic.
EVALUATING THE RESULTS
We will compare the actual cost, from
If I had to make a choice on the
retail purchase price through a normal
useful life of ten years, of buying and numbers alone, I would have to choose
operating three power amplifiers which the SAE XXXIB. While the cost-per-watt
I have used in my home system. A classic is forty-one cents less than the Mcl ntosh
tube-type power amplifier, the 1962 MC 2205, its initial outlay and total cost is
Harman Kardon Citation II; theI974SAE one quarter of the Mcintosh's. Add to
model XXXIB; and a state-of-the-art this its size, ease of installation and absohigh power unit complete with output lutely bug-free performance, and the
metering, the currently available Mcin- choice is clear.
But, you say, the total cost of the Cittosh MC 2205. Once the numbers game
ation
II is even less. What should be
offer
on
a
thoughts
my
is finished, I will
made clear is that this is a tube-type
more pragamatic everyday use basis.
amplifier. The heat inherently generLAYING THE GROUND RULES
is
ated by such a design causes failure over
Any time a topic such as this
approached, some ground rules must time. The thing cooks itself to death.
be laid to make the comparison as Internal components lose their tolerance and distortion starts to climb. Add
meaningful as possible.
The purchase price is "suggested to this service expense the cost of
retail" at the time the unit was first put replacement tubes at roughly $40.00 per
on the market. Thus I have no idea of output tube (it takes four Kt-88's), and its
what the equivalent today-price of th economy goes right out the same winCitation would be, not how much the dow you will have to open to keep the
Mcintosh would have cost had it been listening room cool.
But the Citation II is such a lovable
available in 1962.
The electricity cost ($.047/kwh) is the piece. And its sound so smooth and velmost currently available from Ma vety. If you can afford to keep him in the
Mohawk and does not take into account style he has grown accustomed to, then
"tariffs," "credit rebates" or any other go ahead and enjoy. And to hell with
National Fuel Gas.
such nonsense.
At the other end of the exotic equipThe temporal factors are most important. I assume operating time to be four ment spectrum sits the Mcintosh MC
hours per day, 365 days a year. Further, 2205. It is incredibly expensive. To buy
the most meaningful power usage fig- one now would put you back $1650.00. (I
ures are calculated at half power. I know bought mine in 1977 when it cost less.) It
of no one who would operate his ampli- does appreciate in value, however,
fier at full sine-wave power. He would making it an investment financially as
go deaf in a week, even with a 25 watt well as musically.
Frankly, I was surprised to learn that
Olson Radio special. On the othe hadn,
I have repeatedly pumped the Mcintosh its cost-per-watt is less than that of the
to an average 100 watts per channel dur- SAE XXXIB. And considering that it can
ing extended listening sessions. This produce 400 percent more output
drove my double Advents fully but offe- power for only 150 percent more in
neded none of the participants' aural annual electricity cost, it begins to
sound like a bargain! And if that is not
mechanisms.
The weight of each amplifier is
included to give you an idea of its relative ease of installation. At 85 pounds,
the Mcintosh must sit on the equipment
table. It is simply too large and heavy for
installation anywhere else. This is a detriment as it takes up useful space which
couTd be used for hands-on equipment
such as turntables or tapedecks. At 14
pounds less, the Citation will fit on a
sturdy shelf, but should be rather
accessible as bias and current adjustments are on the rear panel. Then too,
the incredible amount of heat it generates makes good ventilation an absolute
necessity.
On the other hand, the SAE can pracOur cover this month is a photo of
tically fit in your pocket, itis so small and Buffalo's own Barry Sandler, who wrote
light. But do not let its relative size fool the screenplay for the movie "Making
you. It is a real trojan.
Love."
S
The electricity consumed at idle is
During his recent visit here to publicquite divergent. The SAE is almost ize the movie, The Fifth Freedom had
always cold as a stone at 7 watts input. the opportunity to interview him. The
The Mcintosh's 70 watts is relatively high interview is featured this month.
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enough, the MC 2205 has the advantage
of incorporating the best and most flexible output power monitoring system \udio Output Watts
around. Anywhere. Not to mention its Harmonic Distortion
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Community Center Calendar

Auction To Benefit
Centers New Home
First and foremost, the GLCCC would
like to thank everyone who came to the
Sweetheart Ball. We enjoyed doing it
and hope everyone had fun. Also, a special thanks to the people and businesses
who donated all those hmm-hmm delicious goodies—just wonderful!
News Flash!!!!!
The Gay and Lesbian Community
Center Coalition has found a "starter
home" for our new Gay Center! We will
be moving into a storefront at 97 Rhode
Island near Niagara Street (a stone's
throw away from one of our favorite
bars—but no stone throwing, please!) in
early March. So, start digging out your
painter's pants, hammers, saws and
macrame. Also, keep an eye out (in your
living room, dining room, wherever) for
desks, chairs, couches, in short, we need
to furnish the place!
The new center will feature space for
phone and personal counselling, meetings, and information hot line, a bulletin
board (controversial announcements
welcome!) and lots more. There will be
a meeting at the 'seedling' center to
plan the layout on March 9th from 7 to 9
p.m. The weekend of March 13th and
14th (here comes the exciting part) will
be our clean-up, paint-up, fix-up weekend. Hours are 11 a.m. to 5 p.m. both
Saturday and Sunday so somewhere in
those 12 hours, please plan to join us.
It'll be great fun and great work so the
more the merrier!!!!!
As you can see from the enclosed
schedule of events, our fund-raising
activities are going full blast....we'll do
anything to generate some heat in this
weather! February is Gay movie month
and March is Auction time. If you have
anything "biddable" to donate, be it
services, furniture or whatever you can

think of, please contact us at 885-3155 or
885-0893. We know you can find something to auction off in support of the
Center!
The Coalition meetings are the Ist and
3rd Tuesdays of each month from 7 to 9
p.m. Until the new space is ready, they'll
be held at 87 Plymouth downstairs. The
meetings are full of energy, laughter,
lively debate and a bunch of men and
women who are willing to work their
whatevers off to make the dream of a
Gay Center in Buffalo a reality. All we're
missing is YOU if you've not yet joined
us. We're saving a seat on the floor for
you or even a chair if you're early
enough. Just come to one meeting and
let us know you're there and we guarantee you'll leave smiling and full of purpose. Come on, let's make it
happen—together!!
The Gay and Lesbian Community Center Coalition
P.O. Box 1595 Ellicott Station
Buffalo, New York 14205
Upcoming events...
Auction!
March 6 2-4 p.m. Unitiarian Church,
(corner Elmwood & W. Ferry) If you
have anything to donate to GLCCC, be it
service or goods please call 885-0893 or
885-3155.
Work Weekend!
March 13 & 14 The Gay & Lesbian
Community Center is opening and we
need Actual * Physical * Elbow Grease!!
Come to the center at 97 Rhode Island.
Noon ti11...
Concert!
April 17 As a benefit for GLCC the
Buffalo Womens Production Company
Presents: Singer/Commedian MAXINE
FELDMAN with reception following the
show

Out And About..con't

...

Continued from 4
events,
concerts
Upcoming
and gallery musical program, 2 p.m., $3 members, $4
shows: (* denotes don't miss)
others; March 19-Aprii 18, * "Western New
Harvey & Corky: March 17 & 18,* "Best York Artists Show," free admission
Check
Little Whorehouse In Texas/ Sheas Buffalo, gallery for hours. Donations welcome.
8 p.m., $12-17; March 30-April 10, * "Annie,"
Festival East: No concerts scheduled.
Sheas, 2 p.m., 7 p.m. and 8 p.m. shows differBuffalo Philharmonic Orchestra: March 13
ent days, $10-17.50; April 22-23, "One Mo' and 16, Julius Rudel conducts Verdi with
Time," Sheas, 8 p.m., $12.50-17.
sopranist Marina Todorova, tenor Ermanno
Tralfamodore II: March 5-6, Buffalo Jazz Mauro and baritone Frank Pullano with the
Workshop, $2; March 12-13, former Chuck Buffalo Schols Cantorum, both 8:30 p.m.,
Mangione vocalist Don Potter and Mark $4.50-10.50; March 18, Rudel conducts the
Manetta, $4.50; GRAND OPENING—March BPO at Jamestown/Southwestern High
18-20, * Spyro Gyra, $7.50; March 25, Yan- School, 8 p.m., program to-be-announced;
quis: a rhythm & blues group from WoodMarch 20 and 23, * Rudel conducts pianists
stock, N.Y., $2; March 26-27, New York Santiago Rodriguez and Panayis Lyras, Silver
*
fusion band Kilamanjaro, $4.50. All shows Medal winners of the 1981 VanCliburn competition with the BPO on works by Lees,
start at 9 p.m. weeknights and 10 p.m. weekends. Ticketron service. The new club's in Poulenc, Mozart and Mendelssohn; March
Theatre Place Mall, just south of Sheas Buf- 21, *Danny Kaye benefits the pension fund,
8:30 p.m., $100 patrons, $12.50-8.50 others;
falo. Parking on the Pearl St. side.
Albright/Knox Art Gallery: March 3,10,17 March 26 and 27, Pops concert with Jack and
and 24, lecture series "Inside Architecture, Sally Jenkins doing Gershwin, 8:30 p.m.,
Great Interiors;" March 7, foreign film ser- $6.50-8.50; March 27, Children's concert
ies, "Picnic On The Grass," 2 p.m., $1.50 with OrKlDstra performing * Peter and the
members, $2 others; March 12 and 26, Media Wolf, 2:30 p.m., $4-kids and $5-adults. All
Study new films, 8:30 p.m., $1.50 members concerts at Kleinhans Music Hall unless othand $2 others; March 14, Black Mountain II erwise noted.
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Captain Kink

Cruisin' At
The Lights
By CAPTAIN KINK

(Another Friday night at City lights. I

don't care what they call it, it will alway
be Alices. Twelve-fifteen and still
empty. Fucking faggots, they come later
and later each week. Well, we don't
want to be tacky and get here too early
now, do we? Of course, where else is
there? The Arrow? MacArthur's Park?
Westbrook Station? I've been to more
openings in the past year than Nancy
Reagan. Oh, for the old days when the
most beautiful men in Buffalo could be
seen and had at Alices. Now we've been
inundated by a plague of toads. Yup, we
live in a world of dimishing expectations. Shit, I guess I'll go downstairs and
watch the go-go boy. At least there's
free popcorn. Oh, fuck! Here comes
that troll, Paul.)
"Hi ya George. How
,, you donin'?"
"Oh, fine, I guess.
,, (fucking toad.)
"Good to see you.
"Small crowd tonight."
"It's still early." (get him away from
mc.) "Well, Pauly, I'll catch you later.
I'm going to cruise the Miracle Mile."
(and hide from you).
"Forget it, there's nothing here

tonight."

"Yeah."
(Who says the art of conversation is
dead? Paul is right, though. Tonight is
perfect for trolling). "I'll have a gin and
tonic." (The bartenders here don't even
grunt. Un-oh, look what's coming. What
am I, a magnet? Every beast in the place
is out to get mc.)
"What's your sign?"
"Merging Traffic." (but not with you,
twit).

"Ha, ha, very clever. Come here

often?"

"No, I usually just breathe heavy."
"Huh? Oh, yeah, I get it."
(Oh, no you don't. Lord help mc. I'm
not ugly, really I'm not. And I'm charming, so why the fuck can't I get a decent
trick?)
"Looking for a little action?"
(Christ, that doesn't even deserve a
response) "Excuse mc." (Ten more minutes and I'm hitting the Villa).
"Well, George, Find anything yet?"
"No Paul, but they keep finding mc."
(no, I am not that horny). "You should
have seen the character that just cruised
mc. Jesus fucking christ. There should
be a law against people like him."
Who was it?'
"The guy in the black naughahyde
jacket and polyester pants over by the
cigarette machine."
"Pathetic. Some people have no

"George, let mc have a drink first."
(slap) "What did you say to mc you
little scumbag?" (this might be fun
after all).
"I'm sorry sir. I forgot"
"Now be a good little faggot and take
off your shirt. The pants too. And
underwear.'"
"Aren't you getting undressed too,
George?" (slap) "who the hell are you to
question mc?"
"No one sir."
"Damned right you're no ne. On your
knees." (I knew I should have brought
my handcuffs. At least I can use the
leather thong around my neck.)
"Sir, you're tieing it too tight"
"Shut up you little pig. Now, unless
you want mc to hang you from the ceiling by your tits, you better start polishing my boots. That's the way. Taste
good? Yumm yum. I'll let you off easy
tonight, you don't have to lick the
bottoms."
"Thank you sir."
(I'm just not in the mood for a full
scene. Maybe I'll just fuck him and
leave.)
"Sir, there are clothes pins on the bed
table."
"Oh, you wnat a little titwork, do you?
Well, I'll be more than happy to oblige."
"Oww."
"Don't complain. You love it and I
know it."
"Yes sir."
(I just can't get over it. After all the
times he's been fucked, his ass is still
tight. I can't stand the taste of cum, but
what the hell. He deserves a good
blowjob).
"Roll over."
"Sir, what are you doing?"
"What the fuck does it look like I'm
doing?" (Hmm. That wasn't so bad.)
"Time to let the prisoner go. Hold stillor
I'll never get you untied."
"George, don't go. I'll make breakfast
in the morning."
"I can't."
"Please."
"OK"
"George?"
"What, Paul?"
"Thank you. Can we do it again

(Fuck, he did it again).
"I'll do anything you ask. You know I
will."
"My boots are dirty."
(Silence. That sure threw the little
creep for a loop).
"OK"
"What?"
"Just don't hurt mc. OK? Please."
"Get your coat and lets get the fuck
out of here." (Why am I doing this? It's
only one-thirty. There's plenty of time.
I'm not desperate. And I don't want that
asshole slobbering all over my boots.
Shit. Shit, Shit, Shit!)
"OK, George, I'm ready. You want to
follow mc?"
"I know where you live." (too late to
turn back now).
"George, can I make you a drink or
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Barry Sandler

Continued from page 5
Music, Music, Music
"The song "Making Love" by Roberta
Flack that appears at the end of the
movie, while the credits are rolling by,
was aded at the last moment. The music
throughout the movie was done by Leonard Roseman, but the finale was written by Burt Bacharach and Carole Bayer
Sager with Bruce Roberts," he says,
"some of the first showing didn't have
the song included. It was added late, but
was a welcome addition."
"There are no plans for a soundtrack,
but there is a 45 that is available. It is just
the final song that appears on the

single."

Buffalo can be Talking Proud about
one of our own that has made it good.
Barry Sandler will undoubtedly be on
the
entertainment scene for a long time
something?"
and
we will eagerly await his next
"Yoy will call mc sir. Now take off
project.
shirt."
your

JO

WEDNESDAY BY APPOINTMENT
882-2159

Villa Capri
926 Main Street
Buffalo, New York 14202

sometime?"

"You know my policy. One night
stands only. Now shut up and go to
sleep."
"George, this is the fifth time we've
been together in a month."
"Good night Paul." (no, I am not getting involved, Involvment means
vulnerability, weakness, losing control. I
call the shots. Besides, he's a troll, He's,
taste."
(That's the pot calling the kettle black). he's. He's awfully cute. Face it George
old boy. You're hooked.)
"Listen, George."
(Here it comes).
"You don't have to go home alone

tonight."

Gay Supporters
Deserve Support!

Phone (716) 886-9469

IMon-Sat

II
I
I

10am-4am

Sun noon til 4am
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The Essentials Of
Public Cross Dressing

By TINA JORDAN
For many male-to-female transgendertists "social cross-dressing" plays a key
role in their erotic experience. Unfortunately most of us find our bodies to
appear far too masculine to walk among
the general public without arousing
looks of surprise and puzzlement. This is
usually due to our being either too tall,
too heavy, too muscular, too broad boned or a combination of all of these.
It is possible however to overcome
the limitations in our physical appearance and 'pass' without anyone being
the wiser. This requires a few items
which are essential and are readily
available.
First it is necessary to have a good full
length mirror and a smaller hand held
mirror so that you can see yourself at
different angles.
Second you need to buy several good
books on make up techniques. These
deal mostly with ways that you apply
make up and how to accent specific
areas of the face while playing down
other areas. Also it would be a good idea
while there to get a few books and magazines on fashion styles for women
around your size, usually for larger
women.
Third you will need a high quality wig,
don't even consider any which list for
under $25 as they almost never look natural and are immediately noticeable (a
factor that you wantto avoid at all costs.)
Before purchasing your wig decide
what hair style will best accent your
facce in a feminine way. This you can
determine by looking through fashion
magazines and finding a 'face type' similar to your own. After accumulating a
number of examples, determine which
hair style best suits your needs and then
start shopping around for it. The other
way to do this is by just going to a wig
store and trying on different styles until
you find one that you like best and also
fits the image of a woman your size and
age. Remember that you don't see many
women 60 years old with youthful looking hair going half way down their back.
It is also best until you get some experience with wigs and feminine hair to
stay with your own hair color as this too
aids in a more realistic look.
Forth you should shop around for
clothes and shoes which are designed
for a woman your size and body type.
These you can get through catalogs and
in clothing stores that specialize in
larger women's sizes.
Fifth and most important is you and
your ability to be totally honest with
yourself. Get a good close shave, make
over your face, put on your lady's
clothes and shoes , put on your wig and
take a good hard look at yourself in the
mirror. Turn and look at your side view
with the aid ofthe hand held mirror, and
then look at your rear view. Do you look
realistic? If not, determine what it is
about your appearance that betrays you.
After that work on the flaws until your
look is convincing. Remember even if
you finally, after much experimenting,
end up looking like a convincing suburban house wife, you're 'passing.'
As you develop your image you
should work on your body language,
learn each facial expression, hand
motion, walk, sitting posture and so on.
Watch how real women your size carry
themselves in public and learn to copy
it. Eventually it will be like second
nature to you. Also if you have trouble
speaking like a lady you can be one
with a sore throat, in most cases this will
get you through a tight situation. With a
lot of practice on a tape recorder you
can get a close facsimile if not an actual
feminine sounding voice.
When going out shopping it is usually
best to call the store first, this will prepare the salesclerk for your visit so that
you won't be asked a lot of embarassing
questions and can aid in selecting the
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Gay Diseases: Cancer Lesbian/Gay Civil Rights
And Pneumonia Discussed Bill Gains More Support

Gay males should be aware of two
diseases which, within the last two years,
have occurred in unusual numbers. A
study published in the New England
Journal of Medicine and reported on
Dec. 9-10 by UPI and National Public
Radio describe an unusual occurrence
of pneumocystes, a variety of pneumonia which is normally only contracted by
those who are taking drugs to suppress
their immune responses. Symptoms
include strange yeast infections of the
mouth and windpipe, dry coughs, fever,
labored breathing, white spots on the
skin near the mouth or genitals, fatigue
and weight loss.
All the victims were males between
the ages of 27 and 40 and were either gay
or drug abusers. The researchers, from
several New York hospitals theorized
that the victims somehow suppressed
their bocdies' normal defenses, and
suggested that the widespread use of
amyl and butyl nitrite (poppers, liquid
Washington, D.C.—The Gay Rights incense) might be to blame. The condiis critical because
treatNational Loddy (GRNL) and the tion
ment with antibiotics is not effective. Of
National Coalition of Black Gays
19 victims studied, 11 died.
(NCBG) have joined forces to work on
Another condition reported earlier
the extension of the Voting Rights Act. this
The groups described the Voting Rights skin year is Kaposi's sarcoma, a type of
Extension as one of the most important siblecancer which has also been responthe deaths of a number of gay
social justice issues likely to hit the males.for
The most noticeable symptom is
Senate floor in 1982 and an excellent
usually a purplish mole or growth on the
chance for real coalition-building with skin.
the Black and Hispanic communities.
to
GRNL and NCBG have worked to gener- forNeedless say, we are all responsible
being
aware
of our own bodies and
ate constituent support for the
seeking treatment for any unusual conlegislation.
The Voting Rights Act, which has ditions. Complete honesty with your
is essential: effective treatment
played a key role in breaking down arbi- doctor
depends
on accurate information.
trary and discriminatory barriers to
From Dignity Newsletter
Black and Hispanic participation in the
political process, is due to expire in 1982
unless Congress votes to extend it. The
House of Representatives has already
voted to extend the Act until 1992, and
action is expected on the Senate floor
San Francisco, CA—ln a move calcushortly. There has been some opposilated to increase its political effectivetion to the Act voiced in the Senate, and ness in the West, the Gay Rights
both GRNL and NCBG feel that constit- National Lobby is expanding its West
uent pressure may turn the tide in favor Coast Regional Office. The Regional
of the Act's extension.
Office was established in November
"The effort for extension of the Vot1980 as an experiment in constituent
ing Rights Act is an excellent opportunmobilization. The expansion, indicative
ity for our community to demonstrate of the office's success, includes
that our commitment to justice for all increased staff, larger office space, and a
people is genuine," GRNL Executive wider territory. The six states being
Director Steve Endean noted. "And, in added to the region are Arizona, Colothe process, we have an opportunity to rado, Montana, New Mexico, Utah, and
build and strengthen coalitions with Wyoming. Previously the Region was
other groups—coalitions that can be limited to Alaska, California, Hawaii,
critical to the defeat of anti-gay legislaIdaho, Nevada, Oregon, and
tion and the eventual passage of civil Washington.
rights laws for gays."
Tanyan Corman has been hired as
Many of the co-sponsors of H.R. Assistant Regional Director. Corman's
1454—the National Lesbian/Gay Civil varied background includes community
Rights Bill—are members of the Conorganizing for gay rights, labor union
gressional Black Caucus, Endean and feminist issues. Her credentials in
pointed out. These legislators, and oththe California Democratic Party and
ers on the bill, may owe their election to inside knowledge of Congressional
Congress to the voting rights protecpolitics will be of value to the Lobby.
tions which allow all to participate in the "One of my top priorities is to help
electroal process.
organize gay and lesbian rights supporEndean and Gilberto Gerald, co-chair ters in smaller towns," stated Corman.
of NCBG, also noted that the CongresAssisting GRNL's drive to expand its
sional Black Caucus considers extension operations, Terry Bean has taken a leave
of the Voting Rights Act to be one of of absence from the Board of Directors
their top legislative priorities.
of GRNL to become its national director
"It's also, by the way, a chance to help of resource development. Bean, owner
defeat the New Right," he added. The of Cassady's Bars in Salem and Eugene,
New Right, who so vigorously opposes Oregon, will initially be focusing on
justice for gay people, is also leading the major donor fundraising in the West
fight against extension of the Voting and Southwest. "We know there are
Rights Act.
people out there who are heavily comThe Gay Rights National Lobby urges mitted to the goals of GRNL and who are
persons who wish to help out in this able and willing to give large gifts, but
effort to write, telegram, or phone their they just have never been asked," said
Senators immediately, urging them to Bean.
support the Kennedy-Mathias extenTo accomodate the new staff, the
sion of the Voting Rights Act, and to GRNL West Coast Regional Office has
oppose any weakening amendments.
moved to San Francisco's new Pride
For further information, contact Center at 890 Hayes Street, San FranSusan F. Green, GRNL's Legislative cisco CA 94117. Volunteers are needed
Assistant for Coalition Building and to assist in program areas and the funCorrmunity Mobilization, Post Office draising drive. Interested volunteers
Box 1892, Washington, D.C. 200013, or should call the GRNL office at (415) 621by telephoning (202) 546-1801.
-4500.

proper size for you. Also this will give
you a good indication if the store that
you have decided on shopping at will be
sympathetic with your needs as not all
salespeople are mature enough to
accept someone a little different from
themselves. And if you ever find yourself in a situation where the salesclerk
tries to belittle you, remind them that
this is your money thatyou arespending
and you have a right to be waited on
politely, and it is their job to do so. That
will usually turn around even the worst
of salespeople.
Finally, remember that you are trying
to look realistic as a woman and not
glamorous, glamor you can reserve for
the bedroom.

Voting Rights Bill
Gets Gay Support

Gay Rights Lobby
Expands Scope

Washington, D.C.—The National
Gay/Lesbian Civil Rights Bill, H.R. 1454,
has gained yet another co-sponsor,
bringing the total to 52. Representative
William Brodhead's decision to cosponsor brings the number close to the
previous highwater mark, according to
Gay Rights National Lobby.
GRNL, which has been working
aggressively to increase co-sponsorship,
views this as a significant step in building
support for this legislation. Brodhead,
who chairs the Democratic Study
Group, an influential caucus of progressive Democratic Congresspeople, was a
co-sponsor during the previous session
of Congress, but initially refused to signon during the current session.
In mid-January, a group of lesbians
and gay men met with Representative
Brodhead in his Detroit office. This
meeting was organized by Bill Allgeyer,
in conjunction with GRNL's Consituent
Lobby Project and the Association of
Suburban People Political Activities
Committee (ASP/PAC).
Brodhead's decision to again join the
list of co-sponsors was a direct result of
this meeting with his constituents.
When members of the lobby team questioned Brodhead initially about his earlier decision not to co-sponsor, he
responded that constituent pressure
had been overwhelmingly against support of H.R. 1454. But as two of the
women in the group presented personal
accounts of harrassment in the workplace and fears of losing their jobs,
simply due to the fact thatthey are lesbians, Brodhead interrupted them to
announce that he would co-sponsor the
bill. Representative Brodhead later described the meeting as a "moving
experience."
The addition of Brodhead as the 52nd
co-sponsor is a very encouraging sign
on both the national and grassroots levels. ASP/PAC and all who attended the
meeting with Representative Brodhead
are to be congratulated for their honest
and effective presentation. GRNL's
Legislative Assistant, Susan F. Green,
who coordinated the nationwide Constituent Loddy Project, pointed to the
success ofthis meeting as an example of
what constituent lobbying can do.
"There is no question thatthese face-toface meetings can have a major impact
on a legislator's viewpoint," noted
Green.
In the context of the current political
climate, most believe that GRNL would
never hold more than 40 co-sponsors on
this bill. And Gay Jarmin, Legislative
Director of the Christian Voice, can no
longer brag about keeping the number
of co-sponsors of H.R. 1454 under 50.
Pokey Anderson, former co-chair of
the National Gay Task Force Board of
Directors and a new member of the
GRNL Board of Directors, considers
GRNL's strategy central to political victories on Capital Hill. "Our eventual
success will come as a result of extensive
organizing on the grassroots level.
Direct lobbying in Washington must go
hand-in-hand with a broad base of support in communities across the country," declared Anderson.
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Episcopal Church Affirms Business Leader Testifies
Gay And Lesbian Rights On Anti-discrimination

In testimony before the Subcommittee on Employment Opportunities of
the House Education & Labor Committee, Jean O'Leary, President of the
National Association of Business Councils, strongly supported legislation to
protect the civil rights of gay people.
The January 27, 1982 hearings on HR
1454 were the first Congressional hearings in the nation's Capital on the proposal to extend civil rights protection to
the more than 20 million lesbians and
gay men in the United States.
In her remarks, Ms. O'Leary focused
on the need for protection against discrimination in the area of employment:
"It is the ultimate unfairness that lesbians and gays participate fully as consumers in the marketplace, yet are denied
their rightful places as contributors to
that same marketplace. No one questions their right to buy goods and services; only their ability to provide goods
r jpnt
isn't at all clear to mc that a and services on an equal basis is
was willing to reaffirm the 1976 denied."
The NABC provided concrete docuit," said John Fortunato, president of Integrity/International, an mentation regarding employment disorganization of Gay Episcopalians. The crimination suffered by lesbians and
attitude of the convention, however, gays. Specific case examples included a
seems to have been reflected by Rev. female clinical psychologist, a male
Bill Smalley, a delegate from Gaithers- waiter, and a bank managementtrainee.
burg. Speaking in support of the resolu- "Lesbians and gays not only are denied
tion, he equated it to "motherhood and access to employment opportunities
apple pie" and stressed that in support- due to their sexual orientation,"
ing it, the delegates would be "merely explained Ms. O'Leary. "They also are
voting to uphold the constitution." No denied promotions and suffer job harone rose to disagree, and the resolution rasment, especially if they are openly
was soon passed on a chorus of affirma- gay."
In answer to questions from Committive votes.
members, Ms. O'Leary made clear
tee
In urging that support of groups
that
gays seek either affirmative action
civil
for
be
"withrights
Gays
opposing
held," the latest resolution goes beyond nor quotas in protecting their employment rights. "Lesbians and gays are curtrie 1976 statement.
found in all parts of the work
rently
the
Much of the work preparing for
convention vote was done by Gerry force," explained the NABC President.
Hendrickson, who wedged the project "They are responsible, able and producin between a fulltime job and helping to tive employees. Affirmative action is
raise a family. "I wanted to do some- both unnecessary and undesireable."
thing that would offer comfort to Gays Mrs. O'Leary continued, "Nonetheless,
and their families in a time of crisis," she millions of gays in the work force live in
said. "I became aware of the struggle constant fear of their jobs because antiwhen my family learned my brother is gay discrimination is not prohibited."
Ms. O'Leary refuted claims that gay
Qay »
are irresponsible, or even
employees
several
other
According to Fortunato,
dioceses have already passed similar dangerous. "I challenge opponents of
resolutions. Supporters plan to press for this legislation to demonstrate that gays
adoption of a similar resolution at the as a group are poor employment risks,
church's next national convention, that their sexuality impinges on their
which is set for this September. In addi- work performance or skills, or that gays
tion, said Fortunato, Integrity would be simply cannot performm jobs held by
approaching several church commis- heterosexuals. Such is not the case, but
sions and committees for funding of only legislative action will provide
programs in support of Integrity's security from those who would have us
believe otherwise."
ministry
Other witnesses who testified in favor
of the gay civil rights bill included representatives of religious bodies, National
Organization of Women, Kinsey Institute, educational institutions, employers, and elected and appointed public
A new monthly magazine for gay men officials. In highlighting the societal
will hit the newsstands across America impacts of continuing to permit antigay
and Canada on February 10th. Called discrimination, Ms. O'Leary stated. "As
Stallion, the glossy new publication is a leader of business organization, I feel
subtitled "The Magazine of the Alter- very strongly that it is not just the dis,
nate Lifestyle/ and it will include color criminated against employee that
picture spreads, articles on subjects of suffers. Employers, industry and the
current interest to the gay community, economy lose as well, deprived, for irraand fiction by such noted authors as tional reasons, of dedicated and effecWallace Hamilton and Patricia Nell tive employees."
Warren.
Dr. Avery D. Post, President of the
Editor Jerry Douglas describes the United Chruch of Christ told the comproject as "International in scope, mittee that "it is a terrible thing for a
something we hope will delight the eye person who is otherwise blameless to
as well as stimulate the mind."
live in constant fear of losing a job, a
Among continuing columnists to home, a friendship because of sexual
appear in Stallion will be erotic film star orientation...Only the protection of the
Casey Donovan and premier gay film law for the civil liberties of samecritic Harold Fairbanks. Art director is gender-oriented persons can put this
Joe Mauro.
society on the right path for coming to
Early issues of the magazine will terms with the fact that these persons
include in-depth interviews with Chris- are our neighbors and friends, an inseptopher Insherwood, Kip Noll, Charles erable part of us...Legal protection of
Pierce, Richard Locke, and Rev. Troy the civil rights of same-gender-oriented
Perry, among others, as well as articles persons is a beginning for achieveing
entitled "Fag-bashing," "How Danger- the social goal of love and respect by all
ous Are Poppers?" and "The Hollywood of us for all others, and concern for each
Closet."
individual's well-being and dignity."

WASHINGTON, D.C.-Delegates to
the annual convention of the Washington Diocese of the Episcopal Church
adopted a resolution January 30, reaffirming the church's support of the civil
rights of homosexuals. The resolution
notes continuing discrimination against
Gays and calls upon "all persons to
refrain from supporting any groups fostering ill-will or abridgement of the civil
rights of...homosexual persons." The
Washington Diocese includes all the
Episcopal parishes in Washington, D.C.
and several adjacent Maryland
Counties.
The 1976 convention of the Episcopal
church adopted a resolution supporting
the civil rights of homosexuals. However, the resolution's supporters
wanted a clear statement the church still
stood behind its 1976 statement in light
anti-Gay agitation by the
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EMMA Bookstore In
Their New Location

Becent
.,

.

STALLION: New Gay
Magazine Comes Out

EMMA Bookstore In the new location at 168 Elmwood Awe.
between Allen and North, is ready to serve the gay community
Their location at 168 Elmwood near
EMMA Bookstore is now open for
in AllenNorth, is a very comfortable place ad
town. It is the first time they have been they are able to display many of the
located in what most consider the gay books, records and materials they offer.
section of Buffalo.
They hope everyone will stop in and
say hello.

business at their new location

Jean O'Leary, who in addition to her
leadership role with the business council also represented Gay Rights Advocates, where she is Executive Director,
and Gay Rights National Lobby, where
she is a Member of The Board of DirecThis will be the second year the Lesbitors. She addressed the need for the leg- an/Gay Freedom Day Committee has
islation, liberally spicing her testimony formed a Youth Liaison Subcommittee
with specific cases of discrimination due for the purpose of extending outreach
to sexual orientation.
to young lesbians, gays, and students
"I challenge any opponent," she said, throughout the bay area in conjunction
"to tell the people in the case histories I with Lesbian/Gay Freedom Week and
have cited that anti-gay discrimination Celebrations in San Francisco.
does not exist. It does, and it requires
Last year organizers of the Youth Liailegislative action."
son
Subcommittee produced the First
O'Leary also pointed out that the legislation would not impose affirmative Statewide Conference for Lesbian and
action programs, affect marriage laws, Gay Youth, Third Annual Poster Making
endanger the advances of other groups Party, Lesbian/Gay Freedom Day-Youth
protected by civil rights laws or force Speaker, Youth Booth(s), and Marching
schools to "recruit" gay teachers — Contingents, and promoted Rollerskatarguments often put forth by opponents ing Parry-Benefit for the Gay Youth
Community Coalition. All of these
of the proposed bill.
And as President of the National Asso- events were so successful that particiciation of Business Councils, O'Leary pants requested similar activities for this
said, "I feel very strongly that it is not just year.
the discriminated-against employee
Those interested and wish to help
that suffers. They employers lose as
well—deprived of the abilities of fine, organize 1982's Youth Liaison outreach,
activities, and youth participation with
effective employees."
While much compelling testimony the Lesbian/Gay Freedom Day Commitwas given at this first hearing, GRNL's tee should attend our bi-monthly subExecutive Director, Steve Endean was committee meetings. Youth/Student
organizations are encouraged to send
hesitant to call it a smashing success.
to subcommittee meetrepresentatives
"It was a good beginning," he said,
Call
ings.
552-6025 for more
(415)
"but we still have a long, hard road
ahead of us. I am pleased at the fact that information.
the Hearings were held at all, given the
anti-civil liberties climate of the present Lesbian/Gay Freedom Day Committee
4599 18th Street
Congress, but the fact that Hearings
were held before one Subcommittee is San Francisco, CA 94114 415/861-5404
only a step—a major milestone, but only
a step along the path."
The NationalAssociation of Business
Councils is an association of lesbian and
gay business and professional people
with 16 chapters in major metropolitan
Gay
areas around the United States. With a
current membership of over 2,500 individuals and businesses, the NABC serves
Gay
to represent arid promote the interests
of its membership on economic and
policy matters.

Lesbian/Gay Freedom
Day June 27,1982

Dollars

for

Businesses
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Bath Behavior And

Non-Partisan Gay
Lobbyists Needed

Ariadne: The Lady
Of The Labrynth

Love For Leather

A novel of Ancient Crete
By JUNE RACHUY BRINDEL
In the beginning
In Ancient Crete, Women ruled the
land — This was a Matriarchal Society.
The Great Mother Goddess was worshipped; and under her Queens and
Priestesses. Women were Holy.
In the end
The men, out of greed, destroyed and
killed the women, their beliefs, and
their land. Those that survived were

The New York State Lesbian & Gay
Dear FFA:
Political Alliance is looking for non- Dear F.F.A.,
I've just fulfilled a boyhood dream by
While in recent attendance at the
partisan lobbyists to start groundwork to
get passage of New York's Gay Rights Club Baths, I literally ran into a most acquiring my first leather flight jacket.
Bill.
undesirable acquaintance of mine. The It's taken forever to save up for it and I
Poke', was want to take care of it so it lasts a long
girl, whom I shall call 'Miss
, in the
old
sauna. time. What is the best way to do this? I'm
some
doing
'John
This would involve visiting state offimc, worried that constant exposure to bad
as
cordial
as
ever
to
Well,
she
was
It
is
felt
cials locally as well as in Albany.
there
the weather, not to mention the smoky
but
she
also
saw
at
that with some effort, the bill can be smart girl,
is atmosphere in the bars, will harm it.
which
she
friend
of
mine
in
a
brought to the floor and debated in the baths
with.
No sooner did What do you recommend?
feuding
presently
open for the first time in history.
Flyboy.
this wench collect the money from Dear Flyboy,
enslaved.
whom she had just rendered her serviCongratulations on your leather
This was and is a Patriarchal Society.
ces to, when she trollied on down to the
are very impressive and
The state has been divided into dis- bars and told anyone that would bother jacket. They
June Rachuy Brindel writes a novel
little
take
care.
really
depiciting life at this point in herstory tricts with Buffalo and Rochester being to listen that she had just seen my 'martwo leather stores who both
spoke
to
I
the
Western ried' friend at the baths.
(Ancient Crete 1800-1400 8.C.), from a the two main cities in
recommended using a leather cream
point of view not often found in history Region. Rochester is in the process of
Honestly F.F.A., my friend did abso- sold especially for jackets and vests.
finding their representative at present. lutely nothing with anyone, but Miss
books.
Both told mc that the biggest damage to
She tells the story of the last Queen to
Poke still saw fit to spread some sort of leather comes from the winter dryness
rule in a Matriarchal Society — ARIAnyone that would like to become dirtabout this friend of mine. Consider- as well as pollutants such as cigarette
ADNE the "Lady of the Labyrinth."
involved please call John Faulring in ing the source, my friend is not in the smoke and some of the other forms of
This book is now available at EMMA Buffalo at 886-2590 or Richard May in least bit devastated, but still in all, these air pollution.
the Buffalo Womens Bookstore, 168 Brooklyn at (212) 858-3509 for more stories are just that, stories. Do I make an
Have the jacket cleaned by a dry
Elmwood Avenue, Bflo., N.Y. 885-2285. information.
attempt to set the record straight and cleaner who is knowledgeable about
a
jse the truth about Miss Poke to get
leather garments. Do not trust someone
even, or do I stay quiet and hope that who does not specialize in proper
the little wart witch gets run over by a leather care.
semi- on Delaware and North one night
The other source of leather damage
while she's out there peddling her ever- comes from the leather getting wet or
so-tired muff. Please advise...
splashed with salty water from the
"...a friend indeed..." streets or sidewalks. The salt will do a
number on the jacket unless it is cleaned
Dear Friend Indeed,
Allen Restaurant
II
not in the least bit off with either saddle soap or a good
friend
Since
is
your
16 ALLEN STREET
concerned by the information being leather cleaner sold in better leather
spread about him, you should concern garment shops. After cleaning, apply
AM-2
PM
MON.
with whether you are trying to more leather cream and you should be
yourself
11
\V3
TUES THURS 11AM 8 PM
straight or just trying to as good as new.
the
record
set
V
n
If the jacket becomes soaked, allow it
\V
even.
your
trying to get even then
If
get
&
FRI. 1 1 AM - 10 PM
to
yourself
is
to
doing
lowering
dry slowly. Do not force dry it or it will
all
your
PM-10
PM
SAT. 6
S
&
end up stiff and damaged. After it is dry,
"Miss Poke's" level.
"
\.
881-0586
When any of my friends or I go to the apply cream and work it into the pores
~
baths it is usually for one purpose. I'd of the leather.
love to know what your friend was Leather shorts, underwear, jock straps
doing in the baths if not for the same or other types of garments that are in
purpose.
prolonged contact with the skin will
SAUNA BATH
T.V. THEATER
REFRESHMENTS
How can you be so sure that your need to be cleaned much more often
friend did absolutely nothing with because of the sweat from your skin.
anyone? People in candy stores are usu- Wearing a leather jock strap for a month
"DAILY" LUNCHEON
y; >
V
can get pretty gamey.
ally there to get candy.
'■'
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summer, extend warmth into autumn and
temper winter's chill 10 to 30 degrees.
We have never recorded a temperature of
100 or above. And the mercury dips to zero
only 3 days a year.
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"Our 4 seasons give
the best of all worlds!
Lakes Erie ancf Ontario cool things during
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We get more summer sunshine than any
other region in the state.
Buffalo has never had droughts or
monsoons. And has less precipitation than
New York, Miami,
Plus, we have fewer
Jl
thunderstorms and less
cnance °f hurricanes or
/
\ tornadoes than most
\ American cities.
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How Does Your Garden Grow

Herbs, Earthquakes
... And Snow?
By BILL HARDY
Hello, and a meteorologically mitigated March to everyone. Well, it is the
month of spring, but if one would
believe everything one reads and hears,
March will be far from springlike. It
seems that an astrometeoroligist back in
1978 predicted thatthe winter of 1981-82
would be the worst of this century,
worldwide. And to that, he recently
added that March would be the worst
month of the entire winter. He bases his
findings on the positions of the planets
which are lining up, thus exerting more
gravitational pull on everything, creating increased solar flares and the like,
which will worsen our weather.
Next, there is a group saying that
when the planets all line up on March
10, not only will the weather become
terrible, but earthquakes, volcanoes
and tidal waves will be at a premium at
this time. The planets apparently only
take this formation about once every
180 years or so. It may be only a coincidence but the worst earthquake ever
recorded in this area, since people
began recording such things, occurred
in the early part of the 19th century,
about 180 years ago. It was supposed to
have levelled buildings (what buildings
there were at that time) and created
large waves in Lake Erie. At least this is
what a Historical Society report I once
read had said.
The other faction is the one who
scoffs at the other two, saying nothing at
all out of the ordinary will happen in
March. Pooh-pooh, poppycock and all
that rot. Well you can take your pick.
Either a terribly snowy March, or a
snowy, quakingly volcanic March, or a
normal blah month of nothing much.
Just make the best of whatever occurs. If
worse comes to worse you can always
don a wet suit and try your hand at surfing from Buffalo to Tonawanda, via Delaware Avenue!
How long winter does last for us this

year will determine how soon one can
get out and diddle in the yard. Don't be
too overly anxious to run out as soon as
the snows melt to uncover wrapped
shrubs or mulched perennials or whatever. Cold can still damage your plants
in late March and early April. So stay in
for a while longer, and why not try
growing some herbs? Having a few pots
of herbs on the window sill can zest up
many a meal during the remaining
weeks of cold, and when it's warm
enough, you can plant them outside.
Among some of the herbs which will do
well indoors are parsley, chives, watercress, basil and thyme. Buying herbs that
are already started is the quickest way to
obtain plants, but starting them from
seed is more economical and you will
have enough to give away to everyone.
Generally, seeds of most kinds can be
started in a light seed starting medium.
When plants are about 2 or 3 inches tall
they can be transplated in small clumps
to 3 inch clay or plastic pots. A bright
southern or eastern window will be the
best light for them in these darker
month, with temperatures between 60
and 70 degrees.
Parsley is not only a fine flavoring, but
makes a very pretty pot full of green
foliage. Basil will tend to become quite
tall, so a larger pot to prevent tipping
and frequent pinching back will keep it
bushy.
The mints, peppermint and spearmint
don't do as well as a pot plant for any
great length of time because of their
rampant growth habits.
Generally, if there is an herb you are
interested in growing indoors, check
the seed packet for cultural instructions
and it will usually state whether or not it
will do well as a pot plant.
So, until next month, think green,
mist your plants, and be prepared to
catch any of your pots of herbs that may
be jolted off your window sill on March
10. Just in case!

Gay Business Council:
What We're All About

In November, 1979 a group of lesbians
and gay men met in New York City to
create a national organization of gay
business and professional people. Since
1974 a gay business movement had been
developing at the local level in response
to the need of gay business people to
provide mutual support. Those who met
in New York included representatives of
existing organizations in cities covering
the length and breadth of the United
States.
In 1980 the National Association of
Business Councils was incorporated as a
nonprofit, tax exempt chamber of commerce representing the interests of its
constituent local business councils. Our
goals are many:
To promote our members' businesses
through mutual support;
To strengthen our local business
councils through communication and
exchanges of ideas;
To assist gay business communities
which are not yet organized to form
their own business councils;
To be the advocate for the business
interests of our members at the national
level, both with the federal government
and its agencies and with private sector,
organizations;
To provide upport for the gay community's struggle for its civil rights at the
national level;
To promulgate a standard of excellence and ethical business practices for
our members;
To utilize our combined purchasing
power in order to provide to our
members discounts on products and

services and other fringe benefits.
The membership of the NABC is comprised of thousands of business and professional people
gay men, lesbian
women, and our friends and supporters
from the non-gay community. The
diversity of business and professional
endeavors represented is as wide as that
in the yellow pages of your telephone
book: we are everywhere in the society
of which we are a part.
The NABC is not a political organization and will not participate in partisan
or candidate politics. We will, of course,
speak out on issues where the business
interests or civil rights of our membership and our community are involved.
Those interested in membership in
the NABC should contact their local gay
business organization first. Information
on local councils or national associate
membership can be obtained from the
NABC at our letterhead address.
National Association of
Business Councils
West
49th Street, Suite 200
224
New York, New York 10019
212-586-8065

1

Counselor Training
Program Begins
On March 28 Mattachie will start a
new series of counselor training sessions
for the community.
These sessions run on Sundays for 10
weeks from 1-4 p.m. They are open to
everyone. There is no cost involved.
Many take these courses as a way of
opening their own feelings and understanding of themselves and those
around them. You do not need to
become a telephone counselor after
taking this course. It is necessary to complete these classes to work the Gay
Hotline, as well as being a Mattachine
member.

If you would like to attend these
classes, please call the Gay Hotline at
881-5335 and reserve a place today.

MADISON, WIS.—Gov. Lee Dreyfus
says he had one reason for signing a bill
barring discrimination against homosexuals in employment and housing: to
provide and protect their citizens' right
to privacy. The bill was reportedly supported by many religious leaders in the
state.

Fall.
One body crashing
Against a stronger one
Stopping you
Touching you
Scream.
Can you hear yourself
Reverberate against
The walls of time?
Cry.
Feel a pain
Leave your face
And vanish into empty air.
Smile.
Arise and walk
Know that you have
Mastered the world.

AFRICAN ~ AMERICAN CULTURAL

CENTER'S

PAUL ROBESON THEATRE

PRESENTS

RUNAWAYS
BY ELIZABETH SWADOS

,24,25,26 ,27 , 28, 8:00 p.m.
Matinee-March: 20 , 27 ,3:00

March: 20,21

Tickets: U.B. Ticket Office, Ticketron Outlets,
or 8842013, Music House, Grant &

W. Ferry Plaza, Emma's Book

Store

CENTER THEATRE

Hair That Looks and Feels
Like Your Very Own:
A Reality From High Technology
NON-SURGICAL METHOD
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Wisconsin Gays
Gain Rights

A POEM
Written by
Bill Tarquino
Master.
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Today, replaced hair really can
look and feel like your very own! At
Renew Hair For Men an innovation
so advanced yet so simple makes the
possibilities virtually limitless. In a
Imagine the sheerest, micro-thin,
transparent skin overlay with an out
growth of just the amount hair that
your unique specifications call for.
Practically weightless, and made to
fit you and only you, it follows the
contour of your head like a second
skin. Your own flesh tone shows
through, and whichever way you
may care to part it, the hair is as if acgrowing from the scalp.
Place your hand atop your head.
Nothing unusual is felt there. No
bumps, no wires or braids, no sutures, no clips or clamps just the
top of your head of hair. Hair that
moves the way you want it to move:

Ptually
|L

XtF
W

-

brushed back, combed forward, from

your hair and now you are in control
of the way you look and feel.
Inspect this advanced, non-surgical method of hair replacement today. Call for a free consultation.

Renew Hair for men
Complete Hair Care Services
f7l
Rl
fi
1
1
Do
1-ODif
specializing in corrective coloring
I/ IDJ
color enhancements
ASK FOR JOE

•
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221 LAFAYETTE BOULEVARD WILLIAMSVILLE, NEW YORK 14221
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Lloyd's Of London

12

Goes Porn
Lloyd's of London will have to
become a part owner of the gay porno
film "Centurions of Rome," if they hope
to recover any o the $1.85 million a
former Brink's guard stole and used to
invest in the movie.
George Bosque reportedly lived very
well on most of the money and then
spent $200,000 on financing the film.
The film is a lavish production that
features costumes and sets that are missing from all too many gay flicks. It features 32 "Roman slaves" that serve all
their masters needs.
If Lloyd's expects to recover any of
their costs of a policy held by Brink's,
they will have to take it out ofthe profits
of the movie.

••
••

Blind Gays Have

Last month we printed an article
about the Lambda Resource Center for
the Blind. We had some requests for the
address of this group. It is:
Lambda Resource Center for the
Blind
c/o Gay Horizons
3225 N. Sheffield, Chicago, II 60657
(312) 274-0510
(312) 929-4357
6 to 10 p.m. daily.

A WORLD OF COLLECTABLES
Norman Rockwell
Hummel
Sebastian Miniatures
Chilmark Pewter

••
••

Ceramica Excelsis
Goebel
Schmid
Villeroy * Boch

Rockwell & Hummel Memorabilia

A Large Selection of Real Hand Decorated Easter Eggs
From Around The World For Gift Giving.

Need We Say More!

The Fancy Flea
A Contiental Gift Shoppe
(716)892-1111

Thruway Mall
CheektowcigcL, NY 14225

X

Miami: Gay Or
Not So Gay?

Resource Center
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DOING
AMERICA
WITH

808
DAMRON
All that glitters is not gold on Miami's
fabled sun coast! Economics, politics
and a soaring crime rate erode the
good-life and elusive pleasures. The
native alligators, flamingos and parrots
are pushed aside by man, who in turn, is
his own worst enemy. Dade County's
million or so inhabitants are an
unwieldy combination of local southern
Baptists, retired sun-seeking New
Yorkers and transplanted Cuban or Haitian refugees. The liberated gay person
must be defiant, while still treading very
carefully.
The twin lures of sun and luxury
attract millions of tourists annually, and
whether you're the mink or bikini type,
here along Floriyou'll find your niches
,
da's 'Gold Coast. Miami International
Airport is the gateway to Latin American
and the Caribean...serving some forty or
so foreign countries...not to mention
fabulous Key West. Visitors to this tropical showcase may want to see Hialeah
Racetrack, Jai-alai Palace, Key Largo,
Metrozoo, Orange Bowl, Seaquarium,
Vizccaya, Unitersity of Miami and the
nearby Everglades National Park. Don't
overlook the layed-back ambiance of
village life in Coconut Grove or the
hunks displaying their sun-tanned muscular bodies at Virginia Beach.
"Moon over Miami" is not shining as
brightly as usual on the local bar scene,
and, in fact some owners are privately
sighing 'gloom over Miami.' Between
the national recession, local pressures,
and several as yet unsolved gay murders,
business could be a lot better. All of the
wild and notorious 'back rooms' have
closed, save one at The Hole, at 1910Red
Road. Downtown Mothers is gone and
the once infamous Mineshaft is a mere
shadow of it's former glory, and scheduled to re-locate soon. The one bright
spot near downtown is the Double R at
1001 N.E. 2nd Aye...still one of the best
macho cruise bars in America. But don't
forget, they close at 1:00 a.m. on weekdays and 2:00 a.m. weekends...earlier
than most Miami clubs.
13 Buttons at 2998 N.W. North River
Drive has relinquished their back room
too, but is still 'the' super disco for men
in Miami. The new Uncle Charlie's at
3673 Bird Rd. attracts the 'Grove' group
and looks promising. San Francisco was
closed when I was here, and Salvation's
salvation comes on Friday and Saturday
night only. Miami Ms. prefer Sebastian's
at 2490 SW 17th Aye., or the new Chez
Louis at 2847 Coral Way. Mothers Old
Village Pub and the Hamlet are fun spots
in the 'Grove,' while Karleman's at 6822
Biscayne is a favorite with those on the
northside. The only good news from
Miami Beach is the opening of the Turf
Pub & Pin Up at 22 Ocean Drive.
For good gay dining try the Cactus,
Coco Plum, Double R Cafe, Studio, or
Sunday buffet at Karleman's and
tons. For excellent, if very expensive
straight dining, I like Cafe Chauveron,
Chez Vendome, Depot, Forge, Horatio's, Marcella's, Prince Hamlet, Raimondo and Reflections on the Bay.
'Little Havana' has many good Spanishstyled restaurants such as El Baturro, El
odegan Castilla and Vizcaya...where the
flavours and aromas tempt your senses,
without putting your credit cards overthe-limit.

Miami used to have some gay motels
and resorts, but alas, no more! There are
however 69 rooms...count them if you
think I'm kidding...at C.B.C.'s very popular Club Miami Baths at 2991 Coral
Way. I usually stay at the Holiday Inn at
2500 Brickell. This is just off —95 and the
Rickenbacker Causeway, which is about
as centrally located as you can get in
auto-orientated Greater Miami. While
here, pick up a copy of The Weekly
News, one of America's best gay newspapers or David, the Florida entertainment guide.
From the glamorous facade of Miami
Beach's faded hotels", through the Black
and Latin ghettos to Millionaire's Row
on Key Biscayne, the area is a study in
dramatic contrasts. Anita whats-hername is almost forgotten, and so too will
the problems of police harassment,
racial tension and recession. Miami is a
great city and has the natural assets and
resources to survive adversity. The
Seminoles have an oldsayingthat"huricanes pass quickly, and then the sun
comes shining thru." Here's to a sunny,
hot and tranquil Miami.
(For more detailed information, pick
up a copy of the 808 DAMRON
ADDRESS BOOK '82—Americas foremost travel guide—available at most
better bars, baths and book stores
throughout America. Orsend $11.00 for
your copy (which includes packing and
shipping) to 808 DAMRON ENTERPRISES, INC., P.O. Box 14-077, San Francisco, CA 94114).
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Mattachine Elections:
New Leaders For New Year
On February 21, Mattachine held
their elections for the 1982-83 term of
office.
Re-elected to the presidency was
John A. Faulring, Jr. Vice President is
Rodney C. Hensel, last years secretary.
Treasurer is Joseph Schuder 11, who
writes The Aural Column for The Fifth
Freedom. And Rick H. was elected
secretary. All were elected without
opposition.
Following the elections, there ensued
a discussion of where the society will go
in the coming year. There will be a
detailed outline in next months paper.
Basically there were discussions of
participation in Buffalo's Sesquicentennial celebrations; Gay Pride
activities for the month of June; future
skating parties; summer picnics, etc.
The organization is open to any suggestions from the community regardng
what they feel are the needs of Buffalo's
gays.
Faulring will also continue as the Editor of the Fifth Freedom that he has
been the head of since September 1980.
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Workers With Gay
Youth Sought

SELections by Sam

The Column That
Never Got Written
By SAM LOLIGER
that is still part of the closet experience
Four and a half years. That's how long which continues for many of my brothI have been writing a column for thesth ers and sisters?
Freedom which identifies itself as "a
Right now I don't know answers to
publication for the Buffalo gay com- any of the questions I am raising. What I
munity." After writing last month's copy want to rely on is the good will of my
for "SELections," I took time to rum- readership, and those "Lucky 7's" which
mage through my filed copies of the announced where "SELections" fitted
into the history of one of the oldest gay
paper.
It had never struck mc before, butthe newspapers in the country.
masthead of the edition in which my
P.S. Our paper has had its ups and
first column appeared proclaims it is downs during the life of "SELections"
"August 77; Vol. 7, #7." Was this some both in terms of its frequency of publisort of sign—"Lucky 7's?" We know that cation and its financial health. Presently
in a game of poker there are only two it is in better shape than at any time in
other hands that can beat four of a kind! my memory as an activist gay person on
It was in looking through the file the Niagara Frontier. That is in no small
drawer that I realized there was to have measure due to the seemingly untiring
been a column in this continuing series efforts of our editor, business manager,
that never got written. I have known all newswriter, feature writer, time-to-time
along that sometime I would eventually columnist, circulation manager, mailer,
break through and allow full printing of and general all-around "gopher" Faulmy name. I acknowledge that there ring himself. Thank you, John!
have already been many persons who (This month's edition of "SELections"
figured out who Sam is. (The situation is was written just three days after last
analogous to the often-repeated line, month's self-disclosure. When the muse
"Oh, they —parents, friends, etc. — strikes...)
know all right. I just haven't told them in
so many words nor have they asked. But
they know." And, no doubt, there are
many more persons who don't know
who I am and couldn't car less!
At times this column has been fairly
difficult to write for one reason or
NEW YORK CITY—On February 4,
another —an early deadline, a forgotten
deadline, an idea that just doesn't gel; 1982, DARE (Dykes Against Racism Everother pressures associated with family ywhere) submitted a petition signed by
or job. Once or twice I even have man- 1,650 people in support of the Voting
aged to beg off turning in a column Rights Act to Strom Thurmond, Head of
entirely. But never has the reason been the Senate Judiciary Committee, Senathat there was nothing to write about. tors D'Amato and Moyhnihan of New
I had written in my first opus that York State, and the Black Congressional
"writing this personal column and join- Caucus. This petition read:
Dear Senators D'Amato and
ing the staff of the sth Freedom is but
one step in my journey out of and away Moynihan,
We the undersigned residents of New
from a dark and stinking closet expeYork,
hereby voice our concern over
rience." To put together the column
that never materialized I pictured the impending expiration of the 1965
myself going through all filed copies of Voting Rights Act in August 1982. Conthis newspaper and column, pulling out sidering the rise in racist violence during
phrases, parts of sentences, and maybe the past few years in the South and elsewhole paragraphs that would have tied where in the U.S., this Act is clearly
together four and a half years of autobi- needed as much today as ever. In New
ography, reactions to various contem- York City in particular, the 1975 proviporary scenes, and pro-gay ramblings. I sion for Bilingual Voting Assistance
would have attempted to put the bits (which also expires in 1982) is crucial.
and pieces together in a fashion to lead Proposed changes will serve to weaken
the reader to the conclusion that the the Act, not strengthen it. Therefore, we
coming out experience of the column strongly urge you to work for the renewas complete except for use of my full wal of the Voting Rights Act.
DARE is a New York City-based multiname, and then in some way do just that.
activist lesbian group committed
racial
Just now I find myself having the
thought that another approach would to bringing a visible lesbian presence to
have been to write a regular-type the larger anti-racist movement and to
column (whatever that is supposed to confronting racism within the lesbian
mean) and simply put my name at the and gay male communities.
top and in the masthead. But I guess I'm
a little too egocentric for that, and
obviously that was not the direction I
took with last month's column.
If had been in the back of my mind to
write a column about Horatio Alger, reenforced by a scribbled note on the
back of an envelope in the "ideas for
writing" folder in the file drawer.
Recent press about the anniversary of
Alger's birth brought my idea to the
fore. It was to be one of the quickest
columns I have ever turned out, and I
had little re-writing to do after completing my first draft. And the last paragraph
was totally unanticipated —at least in
such a context. But suddenly it seemed
that now was the time for my own selfdisclosure. The words flowed out, and
that was that. Now it is time to go on.
Will my writing this column be any
different now that my full identity is
known by those who read this paper and BMtSBAIHS DISCO'S HOTHSBEACHfS«STAORANTS
"SELections" in particular? Will my USA CANADA CARIBBEAN GUAM
emphases somehow be different? Will I
too quickly forget the anonymity use of HLBOXVHI77 SANffiANQSCO
my first name only allowed mc, and that CAUFfIRMA9<m (4618845148 usjpbdbiiSE

,

Dyke Group Support
Voting Rights Act

Alyson Publications, the Bostonbased publisher of books for gay youth
such as Young, Gay and Proud! and
Reflections of a Rock Lobster, is looking
for contributors to a new book they are
planning. This new volume will be
aimed at teachers, social workers, coun-

V

K(wsn

selors and others who encounter gay
young people in their jobs.
For details about submitting essays for
possible inclusion, anyone with experience in this field should write to Alyson Publications, PO Box 2783, Boston,
MA 02208.
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Family Protection Act:
Constitutional?

The current version of the Family Protection Act contains a provision which
states that no federal funds may be provided to ''any public or private individual, group or other entity for the
purpose of advocating, promoting or
suggesting homosexuality, male or
female, as a lifestyle."
There has been a great deal of debate
as to whether this provision is or is not
constitutional. While the ultimate resolution of this issue lies already identified
some arguments which could be used to
challenge this provision. The process of
legal research is a complex and timeconsuming one and this article is not
meant to be a definitive or indepth analysis of all possible arguments against the
Act. Rather we hope to highlight some
of the potential arguments and to
indentify some problems with these
arguments.
A more detailed analysis and legal
memoranda on each of these arguments
will be produced by the project this
spring and will be available from
Lambda in early June. Detailed analyses
of the legal arguments against other
anti-gay bills will also be available at that
time. If your are interested in obtaining
a copy of these analyses, please write to
our office.
Four basic constitutional arguments
against the FPA have been identified by
the project to date: 1) that it violates the
due process clause; 2) that it violates the
equal protection clause; 3) that it interferes with Ist Amendment rights of free
speech and free association; 4) that it is
vague and overbroad.
The basis of a due process challenge is
that the government cannot arbitrarily
interfere with an individual's liberty or
property rights. In this case, by cutting
off funds which are used by gay and
non-gay individuals for the purpose of
advocating or supporting gay rights, the
government is interfering with an individual's right to live as he/she chooses
and to express the views that he/she
chooses. The critial legal problem in this
area is presented by a case called Harris
V. McCrae. In Harris, the Supreme
Court sustained the denial of federal
pregnant women's liberty right to
choose to have an abortion but simply
denied her federal funds lor that abortion. In the same way, it could be argued
that the Family Protection Act does not
deny any individual the right to be gay
or to express support for gay rights, but
simply denies that individual federal
funds for the purpose of expressing that
lifestyle.
The equal protection clause prohibits
the government from-classifying individuals based on their membership in a
particular group unless that classification is "rationally related to some legitimate governmental interest." In
reviewing cases under the equal protection clause, the courts have adopted a
tiered standard of review and gay traditionally have been at the lowest end of
the scale. Despite our low status, there
are some good arguments to be made in
this area.
While the government does not have
*broad regulatory powers, the courts
have often struck down under the equal
protection clause classifications which
are totally arbitrary or which simply seek
to "punish" a particular group because
of their lifestyle or values. In the U.S.
Dept. of Agriculture v. Moreno (a case
involving the denial of food stamps to
groups of unrelated people living
together), the Supreme Court stated:
"For if the constitutional conception of
equal protection of the laws means anything, it must at the very least mean that
a bare congressional desire to harm a
politically unpopular group cannot constitute a legitimate governmental interest." Clearly, the purpose behind the
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Facts On N.Y.
Gay Civil Rights
Rights Bill
'Next On Agenda" Lesbian/Gay
Facts about A. 3595/5.2797

WASHINGTON, D.C.—At Hearings THE LESBIAN/GAY CIVIL RIGHTS BILL
FPA is to "punish" gays and their supBetween 10% and 20% of the risibefore
the House Employment Opporporters. Although the courts are often
dents
of New York State are lesbians and
tunities Subcommittee on January 27,
reluctant to interfere with legislative
men.
gay
1982, Senator Paul Tsongas, chief sponjudgements, there is some hope for us in
Lesbians and gay men do not have
sor of the Senate companion to H.R.
this argument.
status to sue under the New York
legal
the
bill
called
being
considered,
The First Amendment argument also 1454,
civil rights and human rights law
civil
the
"next
the
civil
State
rights
out
item
on
gay
holds
some promise. If the FPA is
enacted, the content and the right of rights agenda." The Hearings on H.R. when they suffer discrimination based
1454, sponsored by Representative Ted on their affectional or jsexual preferindividuals to speak out in favor of gay
rights will be curtailed. The FPA would Weiss and 51 other Members, marked ence. This bill will establish their legal
cut off federal funds which were used the first occasion for Hearings in the standing.
Nation's Capitol.
for even "suggesting" that homosexualThe New York State Assembly and
In addition to Senator Tsognas, others Senate have not debated a lesbian/gay
ity was a viable lifestyle. The courts generally look with disdain on laws which who testified include Martin Weinber, civil rights bill in many years. In fact,
of the Kinsey Institute and noted author such a bill is usually not even reported
restrict the content of speech or potentially might have a "chilling effect" on of Sexual Preference; Dr. Avery Post, out of committee.
President of the United Church of
speech.
Since this bill prevents discriminaFinally, there is a possible vagueness Christ; Craig Christiansen, Dean of Syra- tion based on affectional or sexual prefor overbreadth argument to be made cuse Law School; Sgt. Charles Cochrane erence," it protects ALL people —hetagainst the FPA. It is unclear what of the New York City Police Depart- erosexual, homosexual, bisexual —in
ment; Jane Wells-Schooley, Vice- many areas of daily life.
speech or conduct the Act would prohibit and what would be permitted President of the National Organization
The opportunity to obtain employunder the Act. Particularly, where Ist for Women; and Jean O'Leary, Presi- ment without discrimination based on
Amendment rights are involved, the dent of the National Association of affectional or sexual preference is
Bussiness Councils.
Courts are concerned that a law be taideclared to be a civul right under the
Also testifying for H.R 1454, in written state human rights
and
lored as narrowly as possible
prolaw by A.3595/5.2797.
vide notice of what sppech is form, were Victor Gotbaum, a national
opportunity to obtain educaprohibited. Where Ist Amendment leader of the American Federation of tion,The
the
use of places of public accomand
Municipal
rights are not involved, however, and State, County,
modation,
and the ownership, use and
the law merely prohibits conduct and Employees, who addressed the protecof housing accommodations
occupancy
tion of working people; and Mayor
not speech, the courts are often reluccommerical
and
space without discrimitant to strike the law down as vague or Charles Royer of Seattle, who pointed
of
affectional or sexual
nation
because
out
the
similarities
between
H.R. 1454
overbroad. In these cases, the courts
declared
to be civil rights
are
preference
often state that any problems with the and Seattle's local ordinance, which has
state
human
law by A.
rights
under
the
law should be cured by case by case worked well.
3595/S.
2797.
Connie Marshner, Director of the
litigation rather than by striking the law
Family Policy Division of the Committee
In addition, A. 3595/S. 2797 includes
down on its face.
While some of these arguments hold for the Survival of a Free Congress and protection of the civil rights of all peoone of the drafters of the "Family Pro- ple in New York State from discriminaout more promise than others, we cannot say wi*L
than the Act tection Act," was the only individual to tion based on affectional or sexual
preference under the state civil rights
would be found unconstitutional. We oppose H.R. 1454 at the Hearings.
While
Marshner
was
to
come
law. This provides protection from perwilling
work
of
the
that
the
only
hope
procan
forward to defend her views before the sons, firms, corporations, institutions,
ject will uncover sufficient legal precedent and creative arguments to Subcommittee, most leading opponents and the state government, state agencies or subdivisions.
convince the courts to strike down this of the legislation declined RepresentaFor more information, please write
tive Weiss' invitation to testify. The Rev.
Act if it is enacted.
to:
Falwell
Ron
Jerry
Godwin,
and
Moral
From Lambda Legal Fund Newsletter
Civil Rights Bill/NOW-NYS
Majority's Vice President, Representatives Larry McDonald, and Gary Jarmin One Columbia Place, Albany, NY 12207
of Christian Voice all declined the
Lobby Day
opportunity to testify.
Jarmin's refusal was perhaps the most
disappointing as his group had recently
Regions of the N.Y. State Lesbian &
sent out a fundraising appeal focusing Gay Political Alliance met in late January
Carl Sagan, noted astrophysicist, and exclusively on H.R. 1454 which said, and February in Rochester, Albany,
producer of the popular PBS science "Thousands of innocent American White Plains and Jackson Heights,
program "Cosmos," has sent a letter of children may soon be molested by sex Queens. Alliance steering committee
members reported on meetings held
support to the Lesbian & Gay Associated deviates —if Congress votes for a proEngineers and Scientists (LGAES) con- posed "civil rights" law now being con- with Assembly and Senate sponsors of
cerning the rejection by Science News sidered..." Jarmin, who initially agreed the State Lesbian and Gay Civil Rights
of LGAES as. Carl Sagan said in his letter, to testify, changed his mind at the last Bill (A. 3595/5.2797), discussed strategy
"In my opinion you have a just grie- minute and put out a press release cal- and organized volunteers for a March 9
lobby day in Albany.
vance, particularly from an organization ling the Hearing a "sham."
Although opponents were unwilling
This first round of regional meetings
ostensibly devoted to scientific
to face the truth, there was certainly a further implemented the
new structure
objectivity."
Science News is published by Science positive result. "We're begiffhing to adopted by the organization in its
Service Inc. a non-profit corporation. establish a strong testimony record," December meeting. Organization is by
The ad was originally rejected by E.G. Gay Rights National Lobby's Hearing region, with special representatives for
Sherburne the publishers. The rejection Project Coordinator Rick Borchelt said. women, students and Third World
was backed up by Glenn T. Seaborg "This testimony goes far to establishing people.
Noble prize winner professor at U.C.- a sound foundation for the bill's evenThe March 9 lobby day in Albany will
Berkeley who is the President of the tual passage. We're demonstrating a bring together lesbians and gay men
Board of Trustees of Science Service Inc. compelling need, as well as showingthe from each region. They will meet with
LGAES has launched a petition drive breadth of support for the legislation. their Assembly people and state Senators to ascertain their stand on the civil
to prominent scientists and also promi- And it's also clarifying the bill's intentnent science fiction writers. The results showing Members what the bill is and is rights bill. If positive, representatives
will be asked to become cosponsors. If
of our recent petition drive to science not intended to do."
The dimensions of the problem of negative, lobbyists will try to find out
fiction writers are being accumulated
and will be released later. LGAES will anti-gay discrimination were addressed why and change such opinions.
then renew its petition drive to by NOW: "Every day, as least 20 million
Activities will begin Monday
lesbians and gay men live with the harsh March 8 with a reception at theevening,
scientists.
Albany
Science News to date has refused to reality that they could lose their jobs Gay Community Center for the bill
give any reasons for its rejection of regardless of job performance if their sponsors and the lobbyists. Tuesday
LGAES ad. LGAES plans to continue its private sexual orientation became morning a brief business meeting will
known," jane WellsSchooley, National precede remarks by chief bill sponsors
ccampaign to the end.
and final instructions. After lunch at the
For more information about the case Vice President of the National Organifeel free to write or call Edward H. zation for Women testified. "It is essen- Gay Community Center, lobbyists will
tial that we free ourselves of the burden meet with their
Sebesta.
representatives.
We are trying to go national and any of these myths, sterotypes, and misapFor information contact any member
local high-tech gays who might be inter- prehensions. One of thefirst and funda- of the steering committee: Billy
ested in organizing a chapter should mental steps is to establish in our Murphy, Albany, 518-436-1265; Robin
feel free to call or write. LGAES will be legislation the principle that such dis- Ferguson and Joan Butcher, Peekskill,
914-528-1082; Richard May, Brooklyn,
more than willing to help out. Soon we crimination will not be tolerated."
212-858-3509; Ron Tribotti, Yonkers,
are going to release our national organ914-423-3505 and Michael McPartlin,
izing proposal.
Albany, 518-449-2079.
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GAY DIRECTORY OF BUFFALO
INFORMATION & ASSISTANCE
E CAY HOTLINE: Tel. 881-5335. Counseling
p with gay life, information on the gay comnity. Staffed by traned volunteers of The MatTine Society. Hours: 6 to 10 Daily; all day on

lay.

PUBLICATIONS

! FIFTH FREEDOM, P.O. Box 155, Ellicott Sta-

Buffalo, N.Y. 14205. Tel: 881-5335. Voluns needed to work on the paper, including

i,

ers, artists, graphics people and photojhers. Press releases, public notices and artifor publication may be submitted to the
ress above. Deadline the 20th of the month,
lished the first week of each month. Adverig rates on request.

ORGANIZATIONS
TTACHINE SOCIETY OF THE NIAGARA
)NTIER, INC., P.O. Box 155, Ellicott Station,
falo, N.Y. 14205. Tel. 881-5335. Meetings held
first and third Sunday of each month., at the
tarian Universalist Church, Elmwood at West
y. Pot luck supper at 6:30 p.m. Everyone welie. Meeting at 7:30 p.m. Meetings open to
ryone. Membership open to gay men and
Tien, non-gay men and women, young and
i and all races, creeds, and colors.

,

V PROFESSIONALS, (GP), P.O. Box 264. BuffN.Y. 14209. Tel. Tom Hammond, 842-2750.
organization to provide support for gay
>ple in the professions and those who seek a
ifidential place to meet new friends. Open to
gay men and women.
E GAY AND LESBIAN COMMUNITY CENTER
ALITION (GLCCC), P.O. Box 1595, Ellicott
tion, Buffalo, N.Y. 14205. Meetings are the Ist

i 3rd Tuesdays of the month. Presently meetat 9114th St. Upstairs. Meetings from 7-9 p.m.
ite for more info or to get on our mailing list.

X RIGHTS FOR OLDER WOMEN (GROW),
836-8970. Contact EMMA Bookstore at the

nber above for further information.

ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS FOR GAY MEN COUNTRY FRIENDS, P.O. Box 106, Clarence
Center, N.Y. 14032. Gay women's social group
AND WOMEN. Meets twice each week. Wednesday at 8:30 p.m., Columbus Hospital, second which meets outside the city. Women of all ages
floor Board Room, 300 Niagara St.; Friday at 8:30 welcome.
p.m., Ascension Church at the corner of Linwood at North Street. Bot meetings for alcoholics or anyone with a drinking problem.
NEW YOUR STATE GAY/LESBIAN CONFERENCE, SYRACUSE CHAPTER. Meeting second
of every month. Visitors welcome. For
Thursday
GAY PEOPLE'S ALLIANCE (GPA), 207 Talbert
furthe
information:
Tel. (315) 475-6866 (8 a.m.-5
Hall, Amherst Campus, State University of New
p.m. weekdays) or write: P.O. Box 92, Syracuse,
York at Buffalo 14260. Office hours Monday13201.
Friday, 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. Coffeehouse each Friday N.Y.
at 9 p.m. in 107Townsend Hall, Main St. Campus.
No phone at present. (Formerly Gay Liberation GAY AWARENESS ORGANIZATION (GAO),
State University of New York at Fredonia, FredoFront (GLF).
nia, N.Y. 14063. An organization for gay and
STUDENT ASSOCIATION FOR GAY EXPRESbisexual students, faculty, staff and area resiSION (SAGE), 118 Cassety Hall, State University
dents. Meets Sundays at 5 p.m., Room S-125
Aye.
College at Buffalo, 1300 Elmwood
Campus Center.
Tel. 878-6316. Organization for gay men and Lesbians at
Buffalo State College. Office hours MondayBOOKSTORES
Friday, 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. Business meetings Friday
3 to 4 p.m. Social hour, Tuesday 12:15 to 1:30 p.m.
EMMA, BUFFALO WOMEN'S BOOKSTORE,
168 Elmwood Aye., Near North St. Tel. 885-2285.
Feminist
and Gay books and other items.
DIGNITY/BUFFALO, P.O. Box 75, Ellicott Station,
Buffalo, N.Y. 14205. Tel. 874-4139. An organizaTALKING LEAVES, 3144 Main St., Buffalo, N.Y.
tion for gay Catholics and Christians.
Tel. 837-8554. Gay periodicals, Gay novels, books
interest.
METROPOLITAN COMMUNITY CHURCH OF of general
BUFFALO (MCC), P.O. Box 4183, Kenmore
CARD SHOP
Branch, Buffalo, N.Y. 14217. Tel. 875-3099. Rev. H.
"Buff" Fisher. Worship services every Sunday 3
CORNUCOPIA, 569 Delaware Aye. near Allen
p.m. at the Unitarian Universalist Church, ElmSt., Buffalo, N.Y. Tel. 886-8664. Assorted greeting
wood and West Ferry Streets. A Christian Ecumenical Church for the Lesbian and gay cards and notes.
community.
BARS AND RESTAURANTS
NICKEL CITY LEATHER/LEVI CLUB, P.O. Box 897,
Ellicott Station, Buffalo, N.Y. 14205. Write for
ALLEN RESTAURANT, 16 Mien St., Buffalo, N.Y.
more information.
Tel. 881-0586.
TRANSVESTITE SUPPORT GROUP, P.O. Box 155,
Ellicott Station, Buffalo, N.Y. 14205. Tel. 881-5335. BUNKHOUSE, *36TT3eTa!vare Aye. at Allen St.,
Attn: Tina or Angie. Social and counseling group Buffalo, N.Y. Tel. 881-2425.
for gay and non-gay cross dressers. Send selfaddressed envelope for personal reply. Phone CITY LIGHTS, 729 Main St., Buffalo, N.Y. Tel.
856-5630.
number will get confidential return call.

DOMINQUE'S, 20 Allen St., Buffalo, N.Y. Tel.

Fifth Freedom

886-8694.

WANT APS

M.C. COMPTON'S, 1239 Niagara St. near Breckenridge, Buffalo, N.Y. Tel. 886-8751.

$2 for first 15 words, 10-cents each additional word. Send to FIFTH FREEDOM,
P.O. Box 155, Ellicott Station, Buffalo, New York 14205.
.
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SAN FRANCISCO BECKONS!
This Year Plan To Vacation In San Francisco,The Heartland
Of Western Gay Life. Plan To Stay With One Of OUr Many
Hosts In Private Homes. Bed And Breakfast At Comfortable
Rates. Private Rooms Plus Extras. Write For Details: Bed-ByThe-Bay, P.O. Box 902, Sausalito, California 94966. Phone:
415-383-7430; 514-334-7262.
Clip And Attach This Ad To Your Calendar.

Rochester Frank Sir. Please
Ut
ne Frida V' Satur "
da V' Bunkhouse Dom s. You
Can Score With An Ex P e"
"enced, Willing Obedient

Professional Artist, Glenn

9° °

Witmer, Now Accepting Portrait, Custom Mural, And
'nterperative Decorative
Painting Commissions In The
Slave. Thank You Sir Keys.
Buffalo Area. Call 886-2427
Male 31 Can't You See How for Appointment To View
Ridiculous This Is? We're Sam P' es
Wasting Our Lives! Give Mc Women's Softball For Fun &
A Call And Let's Get Exercise Every Thursday EvenTogether. jS 11.
ing From April To September
Bailey-Walden Area: Newly In Fort Erie, Ontario. 5 Mm
Remodeled 2 Bedroom, utes From Bridge. For More
close To Bus Route. $175. Information Call 416-894Security Required. Please Be 0537 Evenings. Inexperienced
Players Welcome.
Discreet. 894-8800.
ttt, ttt*
~ ~~\—_..,..
w■
d
dv Kaiser,
30, s Attention (Rev.)
~ \ Bill
Wanted: GWM
, Mid
cJi,
m;,»,
a /
c
t.
m Falls,
i
Niagara
Male
BufFormerly
Seeks
Interested In
Technical Side Of Performing falo, Elmwood Lexington,
Arts. Should Be Knowledgea- Apts. Please Call Ronnie 881/--i4o
° 6143
ble r Wlll,n g To Learn
'
Clean And Witty. Also Interested |n Outdoor Activities APARTMENT FOR RENT:
when Not Holed Up Back- Allentown, 1 Bedroom Apartstage. Object: Sympatico ment Carpeted, Appliances
Companion And Possible Included. 855-0870.
Love Relationship. Prink,
Needed Gay Male To Help
Smoke, B/F Ok. Will
lean Small Westside Apt.
All Replies. Contact T.T.
Weekly. Basis. Ronn 881-6143.
the paper.
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Dear Stranger In The Night
We kept exchanging glances on the Eve of Valentine's at
Dominques. Then we touched, and you told mc you
wanted mc and wanted you too.
You were (are) beautiful; your dark eyes, your carved
ko.rH y„„r tight jMnt
™A ap v„„
like Michelangelo's David with clothes on. Yes, you could
have been carved from stone, except when our lips touched
yours was so smooth, soft and gentle.
Cupid only delivered an evening of glances accented
with a touch, a kiss and a desire. You have become my
fantasy.
This open letter is the only way have of lettingyou know
howlfelt,and wanttothankyouforwhatcould havebeen
-had been free again. lam not free and could not jeopardize the last decade of my life for what may have been a one
and you will remain
night stand. I must
I was tempted
, admitD•,
J~
i
a memory.
7 Like former President Carter, I have lust and it
W
V r you

Answe.''
c/of^
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ME AND MY ARROW, 274
falo, N.Y. Tel. 856-3291.

Delaware Aye., Buf-

VILLA CAPRI, 926 Main St., Buffalo, N.Y. Tel.
886-9469.

BATHS
CLUB AMHERST, 44 Almeda St., Amherst, N.Y.

Tel. 835-6711.
MORGAN BATHS, 655 Main St. Buffalo, N V
852-2153.

Tel

OUT OF TOWN BARS
BLUE BOY'S, 520 Niagara St., Niagara Falls, N.Y.

Tel. 284-0152.

ITSY-BITSY LOUNGE, 1149 Michigan Aye., Niagara Falls, N.Y. Tel. 282-9717.
BIG MIKE'S CAFE, 201 Winsor St., Jamestown,
N.Y. Tel. 483-9267.

LIZZY BORDON'S, 3412 w. 12th St., Erie, Pa. Tel.
(814) 833-4360.

Membership Patron $100 □

each. $12 only for seats dinner/concert 2
reserve or tickets, only concert free Two

_

ZIP

Membership
Household 550
vi
t~
crk «. D
»* v v
$12. only for seat dinner/concert
■_.

a reserve or ticket, only concert ree

*

-

ADDRESS

Membership Supporting $35 n

NAME

„..*—

$

$)T
$

~
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FNGL TQTAI
Only Concert
ea $7 at tICKetS
.

ME: SEND PLEASE
14607 NY Roch, Aye., Monroe 713 Inc., Valley Genesee Alliance, Gay to: Return
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wimmilm
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£

Vegetarian

steak Ham Broiled
Hen Game Cornish Rock Stuffed

ea $20 at seats Dinner/concert
$ ea. $25 seats dinner/concert row Front

SpGCICII_

P

Alaska Baked and vegetable potato,
salad, tossed cup, fruit include dinners All

selection: dinner your Indicate Please

tax-deductible. are
Memberships bonus. a as performance
Trull's Teresa to tickets receive and
your extend
or now, Join
membership,
#
.. .
.

Offer

___

envelope. self-addressed stamped, include Please
cash. mail not Do Inc. GAGV, to payable order money or check Make

ticket. dinner/concert free One
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